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Abstract
We use double field theory to give a unified description of the low energy limits of
type IIA and type IIB superstrings. The Ramond-Ramond potentials fit into spinor
representations of the duality group O(D,D) and field-strengths are obtained by acting
with the Dirac operator on the potentials. The action, supplemented by a Spin+(D,D)-
covariant self-duality condition on field strengths, reduces to the IIA and IIB theories in
different frames. As usual, the NS-NS gravitational variables are described through the
generalized metric. Our work suggests that the fundamental gravitational variable is a
hermitian element of the group Spin(D,D) whose natural projection to O(D,D) gives
the generalized metric.
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1 Introduction and summary
T-duality transformations along circles of compactified type II superstrings show that type
IIA and type IIB superstrings are, in fact, the same theory for toroidal backgrounds of odd
dimension (see [1] and references therein). This naturally leads to the question of whether there
exists a formulation of type II theories that makes this feature manifest. In this paper we will
address this question, reporting on results that have recently been announced in [2].
The understanding of the T-duality transformation rules for the Ramond-Ramond (RR)
fields has been the subject of many works in a number of formalisms [3–8]. Experience with
bosonic strings, or with the NS-NS sector of type II superstrings, has shown that the duality
group is O(d, d), where d is the number of toroidal dimensions [9,10]. In double field theory —
an approach to make T-duality manifest for the massless sector of string theory by doubling the
coordinates [11–14] — it has been useful to work with the group O(D,D), where D is the total
number of spacetime dimensions. (See [15] for earlier work by Siegel and [16–27] for related
papers.) Conservatively, one can focus on the elements of O(D,D) that act only on d compact
space dimensions. In bosonic double field theory, however, the full O(D,D) is a symmetry when
all spacetime coordinates are non-compact and doubled. The symmetry is manifest, acting both
on the fields and on the coordinates.
In an important work, Fukuma, Oota and Tanaka [28] discussed the IIA and IIB supergravity
limits of superstrings compactified on a torus T d. The authors verified that the dimensionally
reduced theory arising from the RR sector contains scalars, one-forms, and higher forms, each
of which fit into the spinor representation of O(d, d). The kinetic operator was shown to use the
spin representative of the familiar O(d, d) matrix of scalar fields that arise from the metric and
b-field components along the compact directions. The required spin representatives of O(d, d)
elements were discussed in the earlier work of Brace, Morariu, and Zumino [29] in their study
of RR backgrounds in the matrix model. The relevance of O(d, d) spinors for dimensionally
reduced RR fields was first noted by Hull and Townsend [4].
In this paper we construct the double field theory of the RR massless sector of superstring
theory. The NS-NS massless sector is described by the same theory that describes the mass-
less sector of the bosonic string [11–14]. The fields are a duality invariant dilaton d and the
generalized metric HMN , that encodes the metric and b-fields in a matrix called H:
HMN =
(
gij −gikbkj
bikg
kj gij − bikgklblj
)
≡ H . (1.1)
HereM,N, . . . = 1, . . . , 2D denote fundamental O(D,D) indices. The double field theory action
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then takes the Einstein-Hilbert-like form
S =
∫
dx dx˜ e−2dR(H, d) , (1.2)
where R(H, d) is an O(D,D) invariant scalar. In here all fields depend on the doubled coor-
dinates XM = (x˜i, x
i), and after setting ∂˜i = 0 the action (1.2) reduces to the conventional
low-energy action for the massless NS-NS fields. The action also features a gauge symmetry
with an O(D,D) vector parameter ξM = (ξ˜i, ξ
i) that combines the diffeomorphism parameter
ξi and the Kalb-Ramond gauge parameter ξ˜i:
δξHMN = L̂ξHMN ≡ ξP∂PHMN +
(
∂M ξ
P − ∂P ξM
)HPN + (∂N ξP − ∂P ξN)HMP ,
δd = ξM∂Md− 1
2
∂Mξ
M .
(1.3)
Here L̂ξ defines a generalized Lie derivative and ∂M = (∂˜i, ∂i). The gauge invariance of the
action requires the O(D,D) covariant constraints
∂M∂MA = η
MN∂M∂NA = 0 , ∂
MA∂MB = 0 , η
MN =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, (1.4)
for all fields and parameters A and B, where η is the O(D,D) invariant metric. This constraint
implies that locally one can always find an O(D,D) transformation that rotates into a frame
in which the fields depend only on half of the coordinates, e.g., only on the xi or the x˜i.
Let us now turn to the RR sector, which requires some new ingredients. The first one
is that the RR gauge fields fit naturally into the spinor representation of O(D,D). In the
case of interest, the physical dimension is D = 10 and we have a spinor of O(10, 10). The
spinor representation of O(D,D) of dimension 2D is real (or Majorana) and reducible. This
dimension equals the sum of the number of components of all the forms in a D-dimensional
spacetime. An additional Weyl condition yields two spinor representations of opposite chirality,
each of dimension 2D−1, that can be matched with even and odd forms and therefore with
the RR fields in the type II theories. The RR potentials of the IIA and IIB theories do not
include all odd and all even forms, but duality relations can be naturally imposed on the field
strengths to reduce the spectrum to the desired one. This ‘democratic’ formulation of the type
II supergravities uses field strengths of degrees 2, 4, 6, and 8 for type IIA and field strengths of
degrees 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 for type IIB [28].
The type II theories are formulated in a ten-dimensional spacetime with Lorentzian sig-
nature. In fact, the requisite self-duality condition of type IIB is consistent only with this
signature. A number of features arise from this choice of signature that require a careful dis-
cussion of the relevant duality groups, in particular of the ‘spin’ groups that provide the double
covers of the orthogonal duality groups. The RR fields, as mentioned above, fit into a spinor
of O(D,D), but the so-called ‘spinor’ representation of O(D,D) is only defined up to signs. A
true representation exists for the group Pin(D,D), which provides a double cover of O(D,D),
or for the group Spin(D,D), which provides a double cover of SO(D,D). Just like SO(D,D) is
a subgroup of O(D,D), Spin(D,D) is a subgroup of Pin(D,D). Because of the double covering,
each element in O(D,D) has two lifts to Pin(D,D) and similarly each element in SO(D,D) has
two lifts to Spin(D,D). Moreover, there is a group homomorphism ρ : Pin(D,D) → O(D,D)
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that also takes Spin(D,D) to SO(D,D). If S is an element in Pin(D,D), then (−S) is also an
element and both S and (−S) map to the same O(D,D) element under ρ.
T-dualities about single circles are elements of O(D,D) that are not in SO(D,D): they are
represented by matrices of determinant minus one. Their lifts are transformations in Pin(D,D)
that are not in Spin(D,D) and have the effect of changing the Weyl condition of a spinor. Since
the chirality of the spinor that encodes the RR forms must be fixed in order to write down the
theory, the duality group is Spin(D,D). Calling χ the spinor that encodes the RR forms we
have the duality transformations
Duality transformations: χ → S χ , S ∈ Spin(D,D) . (1.5)
In the doubled space it is natural to define a Dirac operator
/∂ ≡ 1√
2
ΓM∂M =
1√
2
(Γi∂i + Γi∂˜
i) , (1.6)
where ΓM are gamma matrices of O(D,D). Using the Clifford algebra and the constraint (1.4),
we readily verify that /∂ /∂ = 0. We show that /∂ is duality invariant and as a result (1.5) implies
/∂χ → S /∂χ , S ∈ Spin(D,D) . (1.7)
Since /∂ is first order in derivatives, /∂χ is naturally interpreted as the field strength associated
to the RR potentials, to which it indeed reduces for ∂˜i = 0.
Following the insights of [28] it is natural to consider the spin group representative of H
to discuss the coupling of the RR fields to the NS-NS fields. The generalized metric H is a
symmetric matrix that is also an O(D,D) element. Since the determinant of H is plus one,
we actually have H ∈ SO(D,D). The group SO(D,D) has two disconnected components: the
subgroup SO+(D,D) that contains the identity and a coset denoted by SO−(D,D). One can
check that in Lorentzian signature H is actually in SO−(D,D). The associated spin represen-
tatives are in Spin−(D,D); they are elements S and −S, such that ρ(±S) = H. It turns out
to be impossible to choose a spin representative in a single-valued and continuous way over the
space of possible H. We illustrate this with an explicit example of a closed path in the space
of H configurations (i.e. a closed path in SO−(D,D)) for which forcing a continuous choice
of representative results in an open path in Spin−(D,D), a path in which the initial and final
elements differ by a sign. We note that this phenomenon occurs whenever a timelike T-duality
is employed, and therefore does not arise in Euclidean signature where H ∈ SO+(D,D) and a
lift to Spin+(D,D) can be chosen continuously.
In light of the above topological subtlety we suggest that instead of viewing H as the fun-
damental gravitational field, from which a spin representative needs to be constructed, we view
the spin element itself as the dynamical field, denoted by S ∈ Spin−(D,D). The generalized
metric can then be defined uniquely by the homomorphism: H = ρ(S). The condition that H
is symmetric requires that S be hermitian, S = S†. Under the duality transformation (1.5) we
declare that
Duality transformations: S → S′ = (S−1)† SS−1 S ∈ Spin(D,D) . (1.8)
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This transformation is consistent with that of the generalized metric, namely, ρ(S) is an
SO(D,D) transformation that takes H = ρ(S) to H′ = ρ(S′).
We can now discuss the double field theory action for type II theories, whose independent
fields are S, χ and d. It is the sum of the action (1.2) for the NS-NS sector and a new action
for the RR sector:
S =
∫
dxdx˜
(
e−2dR(H, d) + 1
4
(/∂χ)† S /∂χ
)
,
H = ρ(S), S ∈ Spin−(D,D) , S† = S .
(1.9)
The RR action is quadratic in the field strengths /∂χ, and S is actually needed to produce the
Hodge dual that then leads to conventional kinetic terms. The duality invariance of the RR
action is manifest on account of (1.7) and (1.8). The definition of the theory also requires the
field strength /∂χ to satisfy a self-duality constraint that can be written in a manifestly duality
covariant way,
/∂χ = −C−1S /∂χ . (1.10)
Here the charge conjugation matrix C satisfies C−1ΓMC = (ΓM )†. While the action is in-
variant under Spin(D,D), the self-duality constraint breaks the duality symmetry down to
Spin+(D,D). This is not unexpected since the epsilon tensor in the duality relations is only
left invariant by the orientation-preserving transformations GL+(D) ⊂ SO+(D,D). It should
be emphasized that the action is originally Pin(D,D) invariant. The Weyl condition on the
spinor reduces the duality symmetry of the action to Spin(D,D). Finally, the self-duality
constraint reduces the symmetry of the theory to Spin+(D,D).
The RR potentials have the usual abelian gauge symmetries in which the form fields are
shifted by exact forms. This symmetry also takes a manifestly duality covariant form,
δλχ = /∂λ , (1.11)
and leaves (1.9) invariant because /∂
2
= 0. More nontrivially, the invariance of the theory under
the gauge symmetries parameterized by ξM requires that χ transform as
δξχ = L̂ξχ ≡ ξM∂Mχ+ 1
2
∂MξNΓ
MΓNχ . (1.12)
In here we defined the generalized Lie derivative L̂ξ acting on a spinor. To complete the analysis
we require a gauge transformation of the gravitational field S that satisfies two consistency
conditions: (i) together with (1.12) it must leave the action invariant, and (ii) it must imply
the gauge transformation (1.3) for H that is required for gauge invariance of the NS-NS part
of the action. We find that these two conditions are satisfied by
δξ S = ξ
M∂M S+
1
2
C
[
ΓPQ, C−1 S
]
∂P ξQ . (1.13)
In order to evaluate the action in different T-duality frames, i.e., for different solutions of
the constraint (1.4), and to compare with the conventional formulation in terms of fields like
g and b, we need to choose a particular parametrization of the field S. We start from the
parametrization (1.1) of the generalized metric H = ρ(S) implied by S. A spin representative
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SH can then be defined locally, and we parametrize the field S by setting S = SH. It turns
out, however, that once a parametrization has been chosen in terms of g and b, the original
Spin(D,D) symmetry of the action cannot be fully realized as transformations of g and b since
they change the sign of the RR double field theory action for timelike T-dualities. If the full
Spin(D,D) is to be a symmetry we must view S as the fundamental field. A manifestation
of the sign phenomenon is that evaluating the action in T-duality frames related via timelike
T-dualities results in RR actions that differ by an overall sign, a result that turns out to be
consistent with proposals in the literature. In order to explain this, let us discuss the evaluation
of the action in different T-duality frames.
Suppose we have chosen a chirality of χ and a parametrization of S such that the theory
reduces for ∂˜i = 0 to type IIA. All other solutions of (1.4) can be obtained from this one by an
O(D,D) transformation. For the bosonic double field theory, or for the NS-NS part of the type
II theory, it has been shown in [13] that the action reduces in all frames to the same theory:
the conventional low-energy action of bosonic string theory, but written in terms of different
field variables, which are related by the corresponding T-duality transformations. In type II
theories, however, this changes, because generally T-duality relates different type II theories to
each other. If, for instance, the theory reduces in one frame to type IIA, we will see that it
reduces in any other frame obtained by an odd number of spacelike T-duality inversions to type
IIB, and vice versa. If, on the other hand, the frames are related by an even number of spacelike
T-duality inversions, the theory reduces in both frames to the same theory, either IIA or IIB.
We next consider the case of a frame that is obtained by a timelike T-duality transformation.
First, let us review the status of timelike T-duality as discussed in the literature.
If one considers the reduction of the ten-dimensional low-energy type IIA or IIB theory
on a timelike circle, one finds that each RR p-form gives rise to a form of the same degree in
the nine-dimensional Euclidean theory, together with a (p− 1)-form, which originates from the
timelike component. The latter form enters with the wrong sign kinetic term. Consequently,
the timelike circle reductions of type IIA and type IIB do not give rise to the same theory in
nine dimensions; they give two theories that differ by an overall sign in the RR kinetic terms.
Therefore, the IIA and IIB theories cannot be T-dual on a timelike circle. It has been proposed
by Hull that on a timelike circle the proper T-dual pairs are type IIA and type IIB⋆, or type
IIB and type IIA⋆ [30]. In the low-energy description the type IIA⋆ and type IIB⋆ differ from
the IIA and IIB theories just by the overall sign of the RR kinetic terms, such that the timelike
circle reductions of IIA and IIB⋆, and of IIB and IIA⋆, give rise to the same theory.
If we start from a T-duality frame in which the double field theory reduces to type IIA
(IIB), we indeed find that the same theory reduces to IIB⋆ (IIA⋆) in any frame obtained by a
timelike T-duality transformation. In summary, the manifestly T-duality invariant double field
theory defined by (1.9) and (1.10) unifies these four different type II theories in that each of
them arises in particular T-duality frames.
This paper is organized as follows. In sec. 2 we review the properties of the spinor repre-
sentation of O(D,D) and of its double covering group. Due to the aforementioned topological
subtleties, we find it necessary to delve in some detail into the mathematical issues. In sec. 3
we discuss the field that is interpreted as the spinor representative of the generalized metric.
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The duality covariant form of the action and duality relations is introduced in sec. 4, while
their evaluation in particular T-duality frames is done in sec. 5 and 6. We conclude with a
brief discussion in sec. 7. A number of technical proofs as well as an example illustrating the
topological obstructions in the construction of the spin representative of the generalized metric
are given in an appendix.
2 O(D,D) spinor representation
In this section we review properties of the T-duality group O(D,D) and its spinor representation
or, more precisely, the properties of its two-fold covering group Pin(D,D) and its representa-
tions. Convenient references for this section are [28], [31], and [32].
2.1 O(D,D), Clifford algebras, and Pin(D,D)
In order to fix our conventions, we start by recalling some basic properties of O(D,D). This
group is defined to be the group leaving the metric of signature (1D,−1D) invariant. We choose
a basis where the metric takes the form
η =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, (2.1)
and we denote it by ηMN or ηMN which, viewed as matrices, are equal. The indices M,N run
over the 2D values 1, 2, . . . , 2D. The preservation of η implies that group elements h ∈ O(D,D),
viewed as matrices, satisfy
ηMN = hMP h
N
Q η
PQ ⇔ η = h η hT . (2.2)
This implies that det (h) = ±1. The subgroup of O(D,D) whose elements have determinant
plus one is denoted by SO(D,D). While the group O(D,D) has four connected components,
SO(D,D) has two connected components. In SO(D,D) the component connected to the iden-
tity is the subgroup denoted as SO+(D,D). It can be shown that in the basis where the
metric takes the diagonal form diag(1D,−1D), the two D ×D block-diagonal matrices of any
SO+(D,D) element have positive determinant. The other component of SO(D,D) is denoted
by SO−(D,D). It is not a subgroup of SO(D,D) but rather a coset of SO+(D,D).
The Lie algebra of O(D,D) is spanned by generators TMN = −TNM satisfying[
TMN , TKL
]
= ηMK TLN − ηNK TLM − ηML TKN + ηNL TKM . (2.3)
Any group element connected to the identity can be written as an exponential of Lie algebra
generators,
hMN =
[
exp
(
1
2ΛPQT
PQ
)]M
N , (2.4)
where
(TMN )KL = 2η
K[MδN ]L , (2.5)
is the fundamental representation of the Lie algebra (2.3). We use the anti-symmetrization
convention X[MN ] ≡ 12 (XMN −XNM ).
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We turn now to the spinor representation of O(D,D) and to the groups Spin(D,D) and
Pin(D,D), whose properties will be instrumental below. The (reducible) spinor representation
of O(D,D) has dimension 2D and can be chosen to be real or Majorana. Imposing an additional
Weyl condition will yield two spinor representations of opposite chirality, both of dimension
2D−1. These can be identified with even and odd forms and thus with the RR fields in type II.
To begin with, we introduce the Clifford algebra C(D,D) associated to the quadratic form
η ( ·, ·) on R2D. With basis vectors ΓM , M = 1, . . . , 2D, we have
ηMN = η (ΓM ,ΓN ) =
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (2.6)
The main relation of the Clifford algebra states that for any V ∈ R2D
V · V = η(V, V ) 1 , (2.7)
where 1 is the unit element and the dot indicates the product in the algebra. This algebra is
generated by the unit and basis vectors ΓM . Writing V = V
MΓM , substitution in (2.7) gives{
ΓM ,ΓN
} ≡ ΓM · ΓN + ΓN · ΓM = 2 ηMN . (2.8)
Using the quadratic form ηMN and its inverse η
MN to raise and lower indices, we can write
arbitrary vectors as V = VMΓM = VMΓ
M , which then allows to write (2.8) with all indices
raised.
An explicit representation of the Clifford algebra (and below of the Pin group) can be
conveniently constructed using fermionic oscillators ψi and ψi, i = 1, . . . ,D, satisfying
{ψi, ψj} = δij , {ψi, ψj} = 0 , {ψi, ψj} = 0 , (2.9)
where
(ψi)
† = ψi . (2.10)
Defining
Γi =
√
2ψi , Γ
i =
√
2ψi , (2.11)
the oscillators realize the algebra (2.8). Spinor states can be defined introducing a Clifford
vacuum |0〉 annihilated by the ψi for all i:
ψi|0〉 = 0 , ∀ i . (2.12)
From this, we derive a convenient identity that will be useful below,
ψjψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 = p δj [i1ψi2 · · ·ψip]|0〉 . (2.13)
A spinor χ in the 2D-dimensional space can then be identified with a general state
|χ〉 =
D∑
p=0
1
p!
Ci1...ip ψ
i1 . . . ψip |0〉 , (2.14)
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where the coefficients are completely antisymmetric tensors. Thus, there is a natural identifica-
tion of the spinor representation with the p-forms on RD. We define 〈0| to be the the ‘dagger’
of the state |0〉 and declare:
〈0|0〉 = 1 . (2.15)
For more general states,
(ψi1 . . . ψip |0〉)† = 〈0|ψip . . . ψii . (2.16)
We work on a real vector space, so the † operation does not affect the numbers multiplying the
vectors. In the notation where dagger takes |a〉 to 〈a| and vice versa, we can quickly show that
〈a|b〉 = 〈b|a〉. We see from these definitions that in the spinor representation (Γi)† is indeed
equal to Γi. Since all matrix elements are real, the dagger operation is just transposition.
Let us now turn to the definition of the groups Spin(D,D) and Pin(D,D), which act on
the spinor states. These groups are, respectively, double covers of the groups SO(D,D) and
O(D,D). To describe these groups we need to introduce an anti-involution ⋆ of the Clifford
algebra C(D,D), which is defined by
(V1 · V2 . . . · Vk)⋆ ≡ (−1)k Vk · . . . V2 · V1 . (2.17)
Note that for any vector V in R2D, V ⋆ = −V . For arbitrary elements S, T of the Clifford
algebra one has (S+T )⋆ = S⋆+T ⋆ and (S ·T )⋆ = T ⋆ ·S⋆. The group Pin(D,D) is now defined
as follows:
Pin(D,D) :=
{
S ∈ C(D,D) |S · S⋆ = ±1 , V ∈ R2D ⇒ S · V · S−1 ∈ R2D} . (2.18)
The first condition implies for all group elements that S⋆ is, up to a sign, the inverse of S. The
second condition indicates that acting by conjugation with S on any vector V ∈ R2D results
in a vector in R2D. One readily checks that S ∈ Pin(D,D) implies S⋆ ∈ Pin(D,D). In what
follows we will omit the dot indicating Clifford multiplication whenever no confusion can arise.
We finally note that the Lie algebras of O(D,D) and Pin(D,D) are isomorphic, and in spinor
representation the generators are given by
TMN =
1
2
ΓMN ≡ 1
4
[
ΓM ,ΓN
]
, (2.19)
which satisfy (2.3).
Next, we define a group homomorphism
ρ : Pin(D,D)→ O(D,D) , (2.20)
with kernel {1,−1}, that encodes the two-fold covering of O(D,D). It is defined via its action
on a vector V ∈ R2D according to
ρ(S)V = SV S−1 . (2.21)
It is easily seen that this is a homomorphism, i.e., for arbitrary S1, S2 ∈ Pin(D,D)
ρ(S1S2) = ρ(S1)ρ(S2) . (2.22)
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Moreover, ρ indeed maps into O(D,D), for it preserves the quadratic form,
η(ρ(S)V, ρ(S)V )1 = η(SV S−1, SV S−1)1 = SV S−1 · SV S−1
= S · (V · V ) · S−1 = S · 1 · S−1η(V, V ) = η (V, V )1 ,
(2.23)
where the Clifford algebra relation (2.7) has been used. Finally, ρ is surjective, i.e., for any
h ∈ O(D,D) there is an Sh ∈ Pin(D,D) such that ρ(Sh) = h. More precisely, by the two-fold
covering, both Sh and −Sh are mapped to h under ρ.
The map ρ can be written in a basis using V = V MΓM for the original vector and V
′ =
V ′MΓM , with V
′M = hMNV
N , for the rotated vector, where hMN is an O(D,D) element.
With this, the map in (2.21) becomes
ρ(S)V = V ′ = SV S−1 → hMNV NΓM = S V MΓM S−1 . (2.24)
Relabeling and canceling out the vector components we find
S ΓM S
−1 = ΓN h
N
M . (2.25)
Here ρ(S) = h, and h — with matrix representative hMN — is the O(D,D) element associated
with S. We rewrite the above equation by raising the indices. Using the invariance property
ηMN (h
−1)NK = ηKNh
N
M , we find
S ΓM S−1 = (h−1)MNΓ
N . (2.26)
Rewritten as hMN S Γ
N S−1 = ΓM , this is the familiar statement that gamma matrices are
invariant under the combined action of Pin(D,D) on the spinor and vector indices.
Let us now turn to the definition of the subgroup Spin(D,D) of Pin(D,D). It is obtained if
in (2.18) we have S ∈ C(D,D)even, which is the Clifford subalgebra spanned by elements with
an even number of products of basis vectors. In this case the homomorphism ρ above restricts
to a homomorphism
ρ : Spin(D,D)→ SO(D,D) , (2.27)
with kernel {1,−1}. If, in addition to restricting to C(D,D)even, the normalization condition
is changed to SS⋆ = 1, the resulting group is Spin+(D,D) and ρ would map to SO+(D,D).
Let us consider a set of useful elements S of Pin(D,D). We write the elements using the
oscillators ψi and ψ
i,1
Sb ≡ e−
1
2
bijψ
iψj ,
Sr ≡ 1√
det r
eψ
iRi
jψj , (r = (ri
j) = eRi
j ∈ GL+(D)) ,
Si ≡ ψi + ψi , (i = 1, . . . ,D) ,
(2.28)
whereGL+(D) is the group ofD×D matrices with strictly positive determinant. It is instructive
and straightforward to verify that the first condition in (2.18) holds. Noting that (ex)⋆ = ex
⋆
we have
(Sb)
⋆ = e−
1
2
bijψjψi = e
1
2
bijψiψj = (Sb)
−1 . (2.29)
1Here we are closely following [28] with a slightly different notation.
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We note that Sb ∈ Spin+(D,D). For Sr we have
(Sr)
⋆ =
1√
det r
eψjRi
jψi =
1√
det r
e−ψ
iRijψj+Rk
k
=
1√
det r
e−ψ
iRijψjetrR =
det r√
det r
e−ψ
iRijψj
=
√
det re−ψ
iRi
jψj = (Sr)
−1 ,
(2.30)
which implies that Sr is in Spin
+(D,D). Since Si is linear in gamma matrices, S
⋆
i = −Si. We
thus have
SiS
⋆
i = −SiSi = −(ψi + ψi)(ψi + ψi) = −ψiψi − ψiψi = −1 . (2.31)
It follows that Si ∈ Pin(D,D), while even powers of the Si are in Spin(D,D).
Using the definition (2.21) we can calculate the O(D,D) elements associated with these
Spin(D,D) elements. For this we expand (2.25) to find
S Γi S
−1 = Γk h
k
i + Γ
k hki ,
S Γi S−1 = Γk h
ki + Γk hk
i ,
(2.32)
and we build the h matrix as follows
hMN =
(
hi
k hik
hik hik
)
. (2.33)
Applying the above to (2.28) one finds the O(D,D) matrices associated to the Pin elements:
hb ≡ ρ(Sb) =
(
1 −b
0 1
)
, bT = −b , (2.34)
hr ≡ ρ(Sr) =
(
r 0
0 (r−1)T
)
, r ∈ GL+(D) , (2.35)
hi ≡ ρ(Si) = −
(
1− ei −ei
−ei 1− ei
)
, (ei)jk ≡ δijδik , (i = 1, . . . ,D) . (2.36)
The group elements hb, hr and even powers of the hi generate the component SO
+(D,D)
connected to the identity. It is convenient to also record that
ρ
(
e
1
2
bijψiψj
)
=
(
1 0
b 1
)
, ρ
(
ψi − ψi
)
= −
(
1− ei ei
ei 1− ei
)
. (2.37)
We note that (2.35) provides an embedding r → hr of GL+(D) into SO+(D,D), preserving
the group structure,
hr hs = hrs , (2.38)
and thereby, via (2.28), an embedding into Spin+(D,D). In order to represent GL−(D,D)
in Spin(D,D), we note that this group can be identified with the coset GL+(D)h−, with an
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arbitrary h− ∈ GL−(D). An example for such an element h− is given by the transformation
that changes the orientation in one direction, and for this we consider:
ρ(ψiψi − ψiψi) = ρ
(
(ψi − ψi)(ψi + ψi)
)
= ρ(ψi − ψi)ρ(ψi + ψi)
=
(
1− ei ei
ei 1− ei
)(
1− ei −ei
−ei 1− ei
)
=
(
1− 2ei 0
0 1− 2ei
)
,
(2.39)
where we used (2.36) and (2.37) . This shows that
ρ(ψiψi − ψiψi) = h− = diag(ki, ki) , i not summed , (2.40)
with the diagonal D × D matrix ki ≡ diag(1, . . . ,−1, . . . , 1) that has a −1 in the i-th diago-
nal entry. We will use this result below to define a spinor representative of a metric g with
Lorentzian signature.
2.2 Conjugation in Pin(D,D)
We turn next to the definition of the charge conjugation matrix. The charge conjugation matrix
C can be viewed as an element of Pin(D,D) in general and as an element of Spin(D,D) for
even D. It is defined in terms of the oscillators by
C ≡
{
C+ ≡ (ψ1 + ψ1)(ψ2 + ψ2) · · · (ψD + ψD) , if D odd ,
C− ≡ (ψ1 − ψ1)(ψ2 − ψ2) · · · (ψD − ψD) , if D even .
(2.41)
Noticing that with i not summed (ψi ± ψi)(ψi ± ψi) = ±{ψi , ψi} = ±1 , simple calculations
show that
C+(C+)
⋆ = (−1)D , C−(C−)⋆ = 1 . (2.42)
It is useful to note that the charge conjugation matrix is proportional to its inverse,
C−1 = (−1)D(D−1)/2 C . (2.43)
Since C and C−1 just differ by a sign, all expressions of the form C . . . C−1 can be rewritten as
C−1 . . . C. It is straightforward to show that
C+ψi(C+)
−1 = −(−1)Dψi , C+ψi(C+)−1 = −(−1)Dψi ,
C−ψi(C−)
−1 = (−1)Dψi , C−ψi(C−)−1 = (−1)Dψi .
(2.44)
It then follows from (6.41) that in all dimensions
C ψi C
−1 = ψi , C ψi C−1 = ψi . (2.45)
As ψi = (ψi)
†, these relations can be written in terms of gamma matrices as follows
C ΓM C−1 = (ΓM )† , or C ΓM C
−1 = (ΓM )
† . (2.46)
Introducing the O(D,D) element
J•• = J ≡
(
0 1
1 0
)
, (2.47)
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we can use (2.25) to write the second equation in (2.46) as
C ΓM C
−1 = ΓN (ρ(C))
N
M = (ΓM )
† = ΓNJ
N
M . (2.48)
We thus learn that
ρ(C) = J . (2.49)
Since C and C−1 just differ by a sign, ρ(C−1) = J and equation (2.46) also implies that
C−1 ΓM C = (ΓM )† . (2.50)
More generally we define the action of dagger by stating that 1† = 1, and that on vectors
V dagger is realized by C conjugation:
V † ≡ CV C−1 = J V . (2.51)
On general elements of the Clifford algebra we define dagger using
(V1 · V2 · . . . · Vn)† ≡ V †n · . . . · V †2 · V †1 , (2.52)
so that for general elements (S1 · S2)† = S†2 · S†1. A short calculation gives
C† = C−1 . (2.53)
It is straightforward to verify that S ∈ Pin(D,D) implies S† ∈ Pin(D,D). It is then natural
to ask how the homomorphism ρ behaves under the dagger conjugation.
To answer this and related questions it is convenient to describe the dagger operation in
C(D,D) in terms of C conjugation and the anti-involution τ defined by
τ(V1 · V2 · . . . · Vn) = Vn · . . . · V2 · V1 , (2.54)
which satisfies τ(S1S2) = τ(S2)τ(S1). Indeed, it is clear that
S† = C τ(S)C−1 . (2.55)
We now prove that the action of τ in Pin(D,D) maps under ρ to the inverse operation in
O(D,D):
ρ(τ(S)) = ρ(S)−1 . (2.56)
We begin with the defining relation (2.21) applied to S−1:
S−1V S = ρ(S−1)V . (2.57)
Now take the τ action on both sides. Noticing that the right-hand side is left unchanged we
get, because for any vector τ(V ) = V ,
τ(S)V τ(S−1) = ρ(S−1)V → τ(S)V τ(S)−1 = ρ(S−1)V
→ ρ(τ(S))V = ρ(S)−1V ,
(2.58)
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thus establishing (2.56). It is now easy to calculate ρ(S†) using (2.55). Indeed, taking ρ of this
equation gives
ρ(S†) = Jρ(τ(S))J = Jρ(S)−1J , (2.59)
where we recognized that ρ(C−1) = J and used (2.56). Recalling that O(D,D) elements h
satisfy hJhT = J , we have hT = Jh−1J . Thus the right-hand side above is simply ρ(S)T ,
showing that
ρ(S†) = ρ(S)T . (2.60)
For elements S of Spin(D,D), τ(S) = S⋆, thus (2.55) becomes
S† = C S⋆ C−1 , S ∈ Spin(D,D) . (2.61)
Using that S⋆ = ±S−1 for S ∈ Spin±(D,D), this implies
S† = C S−1 C−1 for S ∈ Spin+(D,D) ,
S† = −C S−1 C−1 for S ∈ Spin−(D,D) .
(2.62)
In particular, for the spin generators Sb and Sr we get
S†b = CS
−1
b C
−1 ,
S†r = CS
−1
r C
−1 .
(2.63)
Since τ(Si) = Si, for the final generator we have
S†i = CSiC
−1 . (2.64)
2.3 Chiral spinors
We close this section with a brief discussion of the chirality conditions to be imposed on the
spinors. To this end it is convenient to introduce a ‘fermion number operator’ NF , defined by
NF =
∑
k
ψkψk . (2.65)
It acts on a spinor state that is of degree p in the oscillators as follows
NF |χ〉p ≡ NF
( 1
p!
Ci1...ipψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉
)
=
∑
k
p
1
p!
Ci1...ipψ
kδk
[i1ψi2 · · ·ψip]|0〉 = p|χ〉p ,
(2.66)
where (2.13) has been used. Thus, acting with (−1)NF on a general spinor state (2.14), one
obtains
(−1)NF χ =
D∑
p=0
(−1)p 1
p!
Ci1...ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 . (2.67)
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We conclude that the eigenstates of (−1)NF consist of a χ that is a linear combination of only
even forms, with eigenvalue +1, or of a χ that is a linear combination of only odd forms, with
eigenvalue −1. Given an arbitrary spinor χ, one can project onto the two respective chiralities,
χ± ≡ 1
2
(
1± (−1)NF )χ ⇒ (−1)NF χ± = ±χ± . (2.68)
Then χ+ has positive chirality, consisting only of even forms, and χ− has negative chirality,
consisting only of odd forms. The operator (−1)NF is the analogue of the γ5 matrix in four
dimensions.
Finally, we note that the chirality is preserved under an arbitrary Spin(D,D) transforma-
tion. In fact, since the group elements of Spin(D,D) contain only an even number of fermionic
oscillators, they map even forms into even forms and odd forms into odd forms. In contrast, a
general Pin(D,D) transformation can act with an odd number of oscillators and thereby map
spinors of positive chirality to spinors of negative chirality and vice versa. Thus, when fixing
the chirality, as for the action to be introduced below, we break the symmetry from Pin(D,D)
to Spin(D,D).
3 Spin representative of the generalized metric
In this section we discuss the spin representative SH of the generalized metric HMN . We deter-
mine its transformation behavior under gauge symmetries and T-duality. More fundamentally,
we will adopt the point of view that SH is just a particular parametrization of the fundamental
field S.
3.1 The generalized metric in Spin(D,D)
We take the fundamental field to be S, satisfying
S = S† , S ∈ Spin−(D,D) . (3.1)
The generalized metric HMN will then be defined as
H ≡ ρ(S) ⇒ HT = ρ(S†) = H , H ∈ SO−(D,D) . (3.2)
Moreover, we constrain H and thereby S by requiring that the upper-left D ×D block matrix
encoding g−1 has Lorentzian signature. An immediate consequence of (3.1) follows with (2.62)
S = S† = −C S−1C−1 . (3.3)
Equivalently, recalling that C = ±C−1,
SC S = −C . (3.4)
It is also possible to adopt the opposite point of view, i.e., to take the group element H as
given and then determine a corresponding spin group representative SH as a derived object.
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However, as we will discuss in more detail below and in the appendix, this cannot be done
in a consistent way globally over the space of H. In the following we first determine a spin
representative SH locally from H, but we stress that this should be viewed as just a particular
parameterization of S — in the same sense that the explicit form of HMN in terms of g and b
is just a particular parametrization of H.
We start by writing the O(D,D) matrix HMN as a product of simple group elements,2
H =
(
g−1 −g−1b
bg−1 g − bg−1b
)
=
(
1 0
b 1
)(
g−1 0
0 g
)(
1 −b
0 1
)
≡ hTb hg−1 hb . (3.5)
The matrices defined in the last equation are analogous to the matrices defined in (2.34) and
(2.35). More precisely, this is true for hb while for hg (or hg−1 = h
−1
g ) eq. (2.35) is only valid
if g has euclidean signature, because then g ∈ GL+(D). Here, however, we assume that g has
Lorentzian signature (−+ · · ·+). Accordingly, H is indeed an element of SO−(D,D).
In order to find the corresponding spinor representative for hg and thereby for H, it is
convenient to introduce vielbeins in the usual way,
gij = ei
α ej
β kαβ , kαβ = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1) , (3.6)
where α, β, . . . = 1, . . . ,D are flat Lorentz indices with invariant metric kαβ . In matrix notation,
we also write
g = e k eT . (3.7)
We can choose e to have positive determinant, and thus its spin representative can be chosen
to be Se as defined in (2.28). Using (2.40), the spin representative of diag(k, k) can be taken
to be
Sk = ψ
1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1 , (3.8)
where the label one denotes the timelike direction. We note that
Sk = S
†
k = S
−1
k = −S⋆k . (3.9)
Since SkS
⋆
k = −1, we confirm that Sk ∈ Spin−(D,D).
Thus, we can choose the spinor representative of g to be
Sg ≡ Se Sk S†e =
1
det (e)
eψ
iEijψj (ψ1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1)eψi(ET )ijψj , (3.10)
where ei
α = exp(E)i
α, and we used (ET )i
j = Ej
i. From its definition it follows that
S†g = Sg . (3.11)
Similarly,
S−1g ≡ (S−1e )† Sk S−1e = det e e−ψ
i(ET )i
jψj (ψ1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1)e−ψiEijψj . (3.12)
2We note that our conventions differ slightly from those in [14] in that what we denote by H has been denoted
H
−1 there. All other conventions, however, are the same.
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We note that Sg is an element of Spin
−(D,D) because it is the product of Sk ∈ Spin−(D,D)
times elements of Spin+(D,D). From this and (2.61) we also infer that
S†g = Sg = C S
⋆
g C
−1 = −C S−1g C−1 . (3.13)
We can finally define the element SH of Spin(D,D) as follows
SH ≡ S†b S−1g Sb = e
1
2
bijψiψj S−1g e
− 1
2
bijψ
iψj . (3.14)
Using (3.11) we infer that
S†H = SH . (3.15)
By construction, the image of SH under the group homomorphism ρ is precisely H:
ρ(SH) = ρ(Sb)
T ρ(S−1g )ρ(Sb) = h
T
b h
−1
g hb = H . (3.16)
Since Sb, S
†
b ∈ Spin+(D,D) and S−1g ∈ Spin−(D,D), we have SH ∈ Spin−(D,D). As a result,
SH satisfies the identities (3.3) and (3.4) and therefore gives a consistent parametrization of S.
The flat Minkowski background g = k with zero b-field gives a generalized metric that we
denote as H0 ≡ diag(k, k). Since Sg = Sk and Sb = 1, we have
SH0 = S
−1
k = Sk = ψ
1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1 . (3.17)
3.2 Duality transformations
We discuss now the transformation behavior of S under some arbitrary element S ∈Pin(D,D).
Since we view S as an elementary field we can postulate such a transformation. The transfor-
mation of S, however, must be consistent with the transformation of the associated H = ρ(S).
Writing also H′ = ρ(S′), we want to postulate a transformation for which
S
S−−→ S′ implies H ρ(S)−−−→ H′ . (3.18)
In words, the O(D,D) transformation ρ(S) associated with S ∈ Pin(D,D) relates the corre-
sponding generalized metrics. The generalized metric appears explicitly in the NS-NS action.
Recall that under an O(D,D) transformation h the generalized metric transforms as
H′MN = HPQ(h−1)PM (h−1)QN . (3.19)
In matrix notation, we will write H transformations as follows:
H′ = h ◦ H ≡ (h−1)T H h−1 . (3.20)
For an element S ∈ Pin(D,D) we postulate the following S transformation:
S
′(X ′) = (S−1)† S(X)S−1 . (3.21)
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Here X ′ = hX, where h = ρ(S). The compatibility with (3.20) is verified by taking ρ on both
sides. Suppressing the coordinate arguments, we indeed find
H′ = ρ(S′) = ρ((S−1)† SS−1) = ρ((S−1)†) ρ(S) ρ(S−1)
= (ρ(S)−1)T H ρ(S)−1 = (h−1)T H h−1 = h ◦ H .
(3.22)
We infer that H′ satisfies (3.20).
Independently of the postulated transformation rule (3.21), we can ask how SH, defined in
(3.14) in terms of H, transforms under a duality transformation generated by an element S ∈
Pin(D,D). This transformation is simply given by
S : SH → SH′ , where H′ = ρ(S) ◦ H . (3.23)
It is of interest to compare
(S−1)† SH S
−1 ←→ SH′ . (3.24)
Under ρ they both map to H′, thus the two can be equal or can differ by a sign. Perhaps
surprisingly, there is a sign factor that depends nontrivially on ρ(S) and on H. We will write
(S−1)† SH S
−1 = σρ(S)(H) Sρ(S)◦H . (3.25)
In the remainder of this section we determine this sign factor.
The case of zero b field and flat Minkowski background, H0 = diag(k, k), is readily analyzed.
We consider a factorized T-duality hi with spin representative Si = ψ
i+ψi = S
−1
i = S
†
i . Under
this transformation H0 remains invariant, since it corresponds to a diagonal metric with entries
of absolute value one. We then have, using (3.17),
(S−1i )
† SH0 S
−1
i = (ψ
i + ψi) (ψ
1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1) (ψi + ψi) . (3.26)
It is manifest that the right-hand side is equal to SH0 when i 6= 1, and a small calculation shows
that is equal to −SH0 when i = 1:
(S−1i )
† SH0 S
−1
i = (−1)δi,1 SH0 . (3.27)
We see that the sign is negative for a timelike T-duality, while the sign is positive for spacelike
T-dualities.
There is a large set of O(D,D) transformations h for which the sign in (3.25) is plus. As
we show in the Appendix
(S−1h )
†SH S
−1
h = +Sh◦H , when h ∈ GL(D)⋉R
1
2
D(D−1) . (3.28)
The group GL(D) ⋉ R
1
2
D(D−1) is that generated by successive applications of GL(D) trans-
formations and b-shifts, transformations hb of the form indicated in (2.34), which define the
abelian subgroup R
1
2
D(D−1).
It is the T-dualities that produce sign changes. We therefore consider the sign factor in
(S−1i )
† SH S
−1
i = σi(H)Shi◦H . (3.29)
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As we can see, the sign factor depends on the particular H appearing on the left-hand side
above. Our strategy in Appendix A.2 is to determine O(D,D) transformations h that acting
on H do not change the sign factor. We will show that if h ∈ GL(D)⋉R 12D(D−1) and hi hhi ∈
GL(D)⋉R
1
2
D(D−1), then
σi(h ◦ H) = σi(H) . (3.30)
It turns out that b-shifts satisfy the above conditions. Since at any point X the b-field of an
H can be removed completely by a b-shift, we learn that the sign factor depends only on the
metric g in H:
σi(H) = σi(g) . (3.31)
We then find a restricted class of GL(D) transformations that also satisfy the conditions for
invariance of the sign factor. With these we are able to show that the metric g can be put in
diagonal form, with entries ±1. The sign factor then becomes calculable, just like we had for
the case of H0. Our final result is:
σi(H) = sgn(gii) . (3.32)
It follows from this equation that for the flat Minskowski metric the duality transformation
J about all of the spacetime coordinates gives the sign factor: σJ(H0) = −1. At the end of
Appendix A.2 we prove that this result holds for a general background H whose metric has
Lorentzian signature:
σJ(H) = −1 . (3.33)
It is possible to give some intuition for the appearance of the minus signs under duality
transformations. For more details see Appendix A.3, where an example is worked out as well.
Since a sign cannot change continuously, σi(H+ δH) = σi(H) as long as the variation δH does
not generate singularities in the fields (g, b) or their T-dual versions hi◦(g, b) in equation (3.29).
Consider now a continuous family H(α) parameterized by α in which the metric component
gii(α) changes sign at some point α
∗. Consider also the related family hi ◦ H(α) obtained by
T-duality about the i-th direction. Under this duality the new metric, indicated by primes, is
g′ii(α) =
1
gii(α)
. (3.34)
It follows that g′ii diverges and is discontinuous at α = α
∗. Note, however, that the generalized
metric hi ◦H(α) is regular throughout, since it is obtained from the regular H(α) by the action
of the regular matrix hi. The discontinuity of g
′
ii implies a discontinuity in the vielbein e
′ and
a discontinuity in Sg′ = Se′SkS
†
e′ . This results in a discontinuity of Shi◦H(α). Since hi ◦H(α) is
continuous, the only discontinuity in Shi◦H(α) consistent with the homomorphism ρ is a change
of sign. The right-hand side of (3.29) changes sign at the point where the original metric
component changes sign. This is consistent with our result (3.32).
The issues of signs are not an artifact of our definition of SH. In Appendix A.3 we construct
a continuous family of regular generalized metrics H(α) for which H(0) = H(π/2), so that
H(α) with α ∈ [0, π/2] is a closed path in the space of generalized metrics. If we define the
representative SH(0) and then continuously deform this representative along the path we find
that at the end of the path the representative is −SH(0). The lift to the spin group cannot be
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done continuously over the space of generalized metrics. If we do the lift using our definition of
SH from H we find that for some intermediate α the metric g(α) and the b-field b(α) become
singular, while H(α) remains regular. At this point the definition of SH gives a discontinuity.
There seems to be some tension between the defined duality transformation of S in (3.21),
which has no signs, and the duality transformation (3.25) of its particular parametrization
SH, which shows some signs. The sign-free transformation of S implies that the double field
theory action is fully invariant under all duality transformations, including those, like timelike
T-dualities, that give a sign in (3.25). Once we choose a parametrization by setting S = SH, the
sign factors in (3.25) have two consequences. First, it follows that the Spin(D,D) invariance of
the action cannot be fully realized through transformations of the conventional fields g and b.
More precisely, it can only be realized for SO(D,D) transformations that do not involve a
timelike T-duality. This means that if we take timelike T-dualities seriously, we inevitably have
to view S as the fundamental field. Second, when comparing the double field theory evaluated
in one T-duality frame (as ∂˜i = 0) to the same theory evaluated in another T-duality frame
obtained by a timelike T-duality transformation (as ∂i = 0), the conventional effective RR
action changes sign. This sign change corresponds precisely to the transition from type II to
type II∗ theories expected for timelike T-dualities. Correspondingly, the freedom in the choice
of parametrization for S, namely ±SH, has no physical significance in that it merely fixes for
which coordinates (x or x˜) we obtain the type II and for which we obtain the type II∗ theory.
Similarly, the actual sign of the RR term in the double field theory action (1.9) has no physical
significance. Therefore, we find a consistent picture, though certain invariances of the action
cannot be fully realized on the conventional gravitational fields.
3.3 Gauge transformations
In this section we determine the gauge transformation of the spinor representative S in such a
way that it us consistent with the known gauge variation of the generalized metric HMN . This
variation, given in (1.3), can be rewritten as:
δξHMP = ξL∂LHMP +
(
∂MξK − ∂KξM
)HKP + (∂P ξK − ∂KξP )HMK , (3.35)
where we used that the metric ηMN that lowers indices is gauge invariant. We have positioned
the indices of the generalized metric as in H•• to emphasize its role as an O(D,D) group
element. We also recall that HMKHKN = δMN . The matrix H used so far represents H• •.
It turns out to be convenient to write the gauge variation in terms of the spin variable K
defined by
K ≡ C−1 S . (3.36)
This combination will be used to prove the gauge invariance of the action in section 4.2.2. While
S is a spin representative of H• •, we now check that K is the spin representative of H••. Indeed
recalling that ρ(C−1) = J with J defined in (2.47), we have
ρ(K) = ρ(C−1)ρ(S) = JH• • = H•• , (3.37)
since J is identical to the matrix η−1 that raises indices. We write this conclusion as
SH•• = ±K . (3.38)
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We will show that the gauge transformation of K compatible with that of H•• takes the form
δξK = ξM∂MK + 1
2
[
ΓPQ, K ]∂P ξQ , (3.39)
where ΓPQ ≡ 12 [ΓP ,ΓQ]. We will prove the above in a different but equivalent form, which
reads
δξK = ξM∂MK + 1
2
(
ΓPQ − ΓRS HPRHQS
)K ∂P ξQ . (3.40)
This, in turn, can be written more suggestively as
(δξK)K−1 = ξM (∂MK)K−1 + 1
2
(
ΓPQ − ΓRS HPRHQS
)
∂P ξQ . (3.41)
To see that (3.40) is equivalent to (3.39) we use that (2.25) implies for any h ∈ O(D,D)
S ΓPQ S
−1 = ΓRS h
R
P h
S
Q , ρ(S) = h . (3.42)
Specialized to the O(D,D) element HMN this yields
SH•• ΓPQ (SH••)
−1 = ΓRS HRP HSQ , (3.43)
and with use of (3.38) we find
KΓPQK−1 = ΓRS HRP HSQ → KΓPQ = ΓRS HPRHQS K . (3.44)
This final identity demonstrates the equivalence of (3.40) and (3.39).
The strategy in our construction will be to express the gauge transformations as Lie algebra
identities that can be realized both in the fundamental and spin representations of O(D,D). To
begin, we consider the transport term δtξ in the transformation (3.35) of the generalized metric,
written as follows
(δtξHMP )(H−1)PN = ξL∂LHMP (H−1)PN . (3.45)
This equality of Lie-algebra elements is here realized in the fundamental representation. In the
spin representation, where the group element H•• is represented by K we would have
(δtξK)K−1 = ξL(∂LK)K−1 . (3.46)
This proves that the transport term in (3.40) is required by consistency. Calling ∆ξHMP the
non-transport terms in the transformation, we now have
∆ξHMP (H−1)PN = ∆ξHMP HPN
= (∂M ξN − ∂N ξM ) + (∂P ξK − ∂KξP )HMKHPN
=
(
∂P ξQ − ∂RξSHRP HSQ
) (
ηMP δQN − ηMQδPN
)
,
(3.47)
where the last equality is readily checked by expansion of the product. We now recognize the
last factor in the last line of the above equation as (TPQ)MN , the Lie algebra generator in the
fundamental representation, as introduced in (2.5). We thus have
∆ξHMP (H−1)PN =
(
∂P ξQ − ∂RξS HRP HSQ
)
(TPQ)MN . (3.48)
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Passing to the spin representation with matrices (2.19) we find
(∆ξK)K−1 = 1
2
(
∂P ξQ − ∂RξS HRP HSQ
)
ΓPQ
=
1
2
(
ΓPQ − ΓRS HPRHQS
)
∂P ξQ .
(3.49)
This coincides exactly with the non-transport term in (3.41) and concludes our proof that the
postulated gauge transformation (3.39) of K is consistent with that of the generalized metric.
4 Action, duality relations, and gauge symmetries
In this section we introduce the O(D,D) covariant double field theory formulation of the RR
action and the duality relations. We prove T-duality invariance and gauge invariance, and we
determine the O(D,D) covariant form of the field equations.
4.1 Action, duality relations, and O(D,D) invariance
The dynamical field we will use to write an action is a spinor of Pin(D,D) written as in (2.14):
χ ≡ |χ〉 =
D∑
p=0
1
p!
Ci1...ip ψ
i1 . . . ψip |0〉 . (4.1)
Here the component forms Ci1...ip(x, x˜) are the dynamical fields and, as is usual in double field
theory, they are real functions of the full collection of 2D coordinates x and x˜. We will assume
χ to have a definite chirality. Thus, as discussed in sec. 2.3, it consists either of only odd forms
or even forms. The bra associated with this ket is called χ† and is defined by
χ† ≡ 〈χ| =
D∑
p=0
1
p!
Ci1...ip 〈0|ψip . . . ψi1 . (4.2)
We conventionally define the conjugate spinor using the C matrix defined in section 2.2:
χ¯ ≡ χ†C . (4.3)
We will make use of a Dirac operator on spinors that behaves just as an exterior derivative on
the associated forms:
/∂ ≡ 1√
2
ΓM∂M = ψ
i∂i + ψi∂˜
i , (4.4)
where we used (2.11). The /∂ operator behaves like the exterior derivative d in that its repeated
action gives zero:
/∂
2
=
1
2
ΓMΓN∂M∂N =
1
4
{ΓM ,ΓN}∂M∂N = 1
2
ηMN∂M∂N = 0 , (4.5)
by the constraint (1.4). The /∂ operator will be used to define field strengths in a Pin(D,D)
covariant way. It is clear that acting on forms that do not depend on x˜, the only term that
survives, ψi∂i, both differentiates with respect to x and increases the degree of the form by one.
More details will be given in section 5.
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We turn now to a discussion of the double field theory action. We claim that the RR action
is S =
∫
dxdx˜L, where the Lagrangian density L is simply given by
L = 1
4
(/∂χ)† S /∂χ . (4.6)
The above Lagrangian is manifestly real: L† = L because the spinor χ is Grassmann even and S
is Hermitian. The Lagrangian can be written using conjugate spinors and the kinetic operator
K = C−1S. We claim that the above Lagrangian is equal to
L = 1
8
∂M χ¯Γ
M KΓN∂Nχ . (4.7)
Indeed, using the conjugate spinor (4.3) and (2.46) this second version is written as
L = 1
8
∂Mχ
†C ΓM C−1 S
√
2/∂χ =
1
8
∂Mχ
† (ΓM )† S
√
2/∂χ
=
1
8
√
2(/∂χ)† S
√
2/∂χ =
1
4
(/∂χ)† S /∂χ .
(4.8)
The properties of bar conjugation allow us to recognize that
/∂χ =
1√
2
(
ΓM∂Mχ
)†
C =
1√
2
∂Mχ
†(ΓM )†C =
1√
2
∂M χ¯C
−1(ΓM )†C =
1√
2
∂M χ¯Γ
M , (4.9)
and therefore we can write the action more compactly as
L = 1
4
/∂χ K /∂χ . (4.10)
Our first task now is to establish the global Spin(D,D) invariance of this Lagrangian (the
dxdx˜ measure is O(D,D) invariant). This is the maximal invariance group that is consistent
with the fixed chirality of χ. Under the action of a Spin(D,D) element S, whose associated
O(D,D) element is h = ρ(S), the spinor field χ transforms as follows:
χ → χ′ = S χ . (4.11)
Implicit in here is that the coordinates the fields depend on are also transformed: primed fields
depend on primed coordinatesX ′M = hMNX
N . Note also that the daggered state transforms as
χ† → χ† S† . (4.12)
We also have that
/∂χ =
1√
2
ΓM∂Mχ → 1√
2
ΓM (h−1)NM∂NSχ =
1√
2
S [S−1ΓMS](h−1)NM∂Nχ . (4.13)
We now use (2.26) to find
/∂χ → 1√
2
S hMPΓ
P (h−1)NM∂Nχ =
1√
2
S ΓN∂Nχ , (4.14)
and therefore we have
/∂χ → S /∂χ . (4.15)
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We have thus leaned that /∂χ transforms just like χ. In other words, the Dirac operator /∂
is Spin(D,D) invariant. Recalling the transformation of S in (3.21) : S → (S−1)† SS−1, the
invariance of the Lagrangian (4.6) is essentially manifest:
L = 1
4
(/∂χ)† S /∂χ → 1
4
(/∂χ)†S† (S−1)† SS−1 S /∂χ = L . (4.16)
The action must be supplemented by duality constraints among the field strengths. We can
write Spin+(D,D) covariant versions of the duality relations that relate all RR field strengths:3
/∂χ = −K /∂χ . (4.17)
According to (4.15), the left-hand side transforms covariantly with S ∈ Spin(D,D). The right-
hand side transforms in the same way, since
−K /∂χ → −C−1(S−1)† SS−1S /∂χ = −S C−1 S /∂χ = −SK /∂χ , (4.18)
where we used that (2.62) implies C−1(S−1)† = SC−1 for S ∈ Spin+(D,D). Thus, the duality
relations are actually only invariant under Spin+(D,D). This is to be expected since already
for conventional duality relations the presence of an epsilon tensor breaks the symmetry to the
group GL+(D) of parity-preserving transformations.
The relations (4.17) require a consistency condition. Acting on both sides of (4.17) with K,
we see that consistency requires K2 = 1, which in turn implies
K2 = C−1 SC−1 S = C(SC S) = C(−C) = −(−1) 12D(D−1) = 1 , (4.19)
where we used (3.4) and (2.43). Thus, the duality relations are self-consistent in dimensions for
which 12D(D − 1) is odd. For D ≤ 10, these are
D =
{
10 , 7 , 6 , 3 , 2
}
. (4.20)
We note that the even dimensions above are precisely those for which conventional self-duality
relations can be imposed consistently. Indeed, the middle degree forms corresponding to the
self-dual field strengths are then odd, and for them ⋆2 = 1 in Lorentzian signature. As we
will show in sec. 5.1.3 the component form of (4.17) contains one self-duality relation in even
dimensions, so this result is to be expected. In the following we will focus on D = 10, but we
note that D = 2, 6 can be seen as type II toy models. The possible significance of theories with
odd D will not be discussed here.
We close by giving the equations of motion of χ, which are readily derived from (4.7),
/∂
(K /∂χ) = 0 . (4.21)
As it should be, the equation of motion is the integrability condition for the duality relations:
acting with a /∂ on both sides of (4.17), and using /∂
2
= 0, we recover the field equation.
3For the special case of type IIA, a similar O(D,D)-covariant form of the duality relations has also been
proposed in the second reference of [23].
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4.2 Gauge invariance
In this subsection we give the gauge transformation of the RR fields. The p-form gauge trans-
formations are manifestly invariances of the Lagrangian and of the duality constraints. For the
gauge transformations parameterized by ξM the transformation of χ is nontrivial and so are
the checks of gauge invariance of the Lagrangian and the duality constraints.
4.2.1 Gauge transformations
We start by introducing the double field theory version of the abelian gauge symmetries of the
p-form gauge fields. These are parameterized by a spacetime dependent spinor λ:
δλχ = /∂λ . (4.22)
Since λ encodes a set of forms and /∂ acts as an exterior derivative, the above transformations
are the familiar ones. It follows that
δλ /∂χ = /∂ /∂λ = 0 , (4.23)
and this implies the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian density (4.6) and of the duality con-
straint (4.17).
For the gauge parameter ξM that encodes the diffeomorphism and Kalb-Ramond gauge
symmetries, we postulate the gauge transformation
δξχ = L̂ξχ ≡ ξM∂Mχ + 1√
2
/∂ξMΓM χ
= ξM∂Mχ +
1
2
∂NξMΓ
NΓMχ .
(4.24)
In the second form it is simple to verify that a gauge parameter of the form ξM = ∂MΘ is trivial
in that it generates no gauge transformations:
δ∂Θχ = ∂
MΘ ∂Mχ +
1
2
∂N∂MΘΓ
NΓMχ =
1
2
∂N∂MΘ η
MNχ = 0 . (4.25)
A short calculation gives the gauge transformation of the conjugate spinor χ¯:
δξχ¯ = ξ
M∂M χ¯ +
1
2
∂N ξM χ¯Γ
MΓN . (4.26)
Let us now turn to the gauge algebra. We claim that the gauge transformations parametrized
by λ and ξM close as follows [
δλ , δξ
]
= δ
L̂ξλ
. (4.27)
To check this we consider the left-hand side acting on χ:[
δλ , δξ
]
χ = δλδξχ = δλ
(
ξM∂Mχ +
1
2
∂NξMΓ
NΓMχ
)
= ξM∂M /∂λ +
1
2
∂NξMΓ
NΓM /∂λ .
(4.28)
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The right-hand side of the expected algebra is:
δL̂ξλχ =
/∂L̂ξλ = /∂
(
ξM∂Mλ +
1
2
∂NξMΓ
NΓMλ
)
=
1√
2
∂P
(
ξM∂MΓ
Pλ +
1
2
∂NξMΓ
PΓNΓMλ
)
= ξM∂M /∂λ +
1√
2
∂P ξ
MΓP∂Mλ+
1
2
√
2
∂N ξMΓ
PΓNΓM∂Pλ ,
(4.29)
where the term with two derivatives on ξ vanishes by the use of /∂
2
= 0. Using the commutator
[ ΓP ,ΓNΓM ] = 2ηPNΓM − 2ηPMΓN , (4.30)
one can readily show that
1
2
√
2
∂NξM [ Γ
P ,ΓNΓM ]∂Pλ = − 1√
2
∂P ξ
M ΓP∂Mλ , (4.31)
where we used the constraint and relabeled the indices. Then, returning to (4.29),
δL̂ξλχ = ξ
M∂M /∂λ +
1
2
∂N ξMΓ
NΓM /∂λ . (4.32)
This agrees with (4.28) confirming the closure of the gauge algebra. We have also verified that,
as expected, [δξ1 , δξ2 ] = −δ[ξ1,ξ2]C , where [ · , ·]C is the C-bracket discussed in [14].
4.2.2 Gauge invariance of the action and the duality constraints
The action is manifestly invariant under p-form gauge transformations. Here we check the
invariance under δξ . We use the Lagrangian in (4.7):
L = 1
4
/∂χ K /∂χ . (4.33)
As usual, when we vary the Lagrangian, which has the index structure of a scalar, we obtain a
transport term and a ‘non-covariant’ term
δξL = ξM∂ML+∆ξL . (4.34)
Since ∆ξ acts as a derivation and commutes with bar-conjugation,
∆ξL = 1
4
(
(∆ξ /∂χ) K /∂χ + /∂χ (∆ξK) /∂χ + /∂χ K ∆ξ /∂χ
)
. (4.35)
For the action to be gauge invariant, ∆ξL must be such that δξL in (4.34) is a total derivative.
Since ∆ξK can be read from (3.39), we only have to calculate ∆ξ /∂χ. We begin my noting that
δξ
(
/∂χ
)
=
1√
2
ΓM∂M
(
ξP∂Pχ +
1
2
∂P ξQΓ
PΓQχ
)
. (4.36)
The noncovariant piece in this transformation includes all terms in the right-hand side except
for ξP∂P /∂χ. Therefore we have
∆ξ
(
/∂χ
)
=
1√
2
(
∂Mξ
PΓM∂Pχ+
1
2
∂P ξQΓ
MΓPΓQ∂Mχ
)
, (4.37)
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since the term with two derivatives on ξ vanishes. A short computation using (4.30) to bring
ΓM next to the spinor gives the final answer
∆ξ
(
/∂χ
)
=
1
2
∂P ξQ Γ
PΓQ/∂χ . (4.38)
Bar conjugation immediately yields,
∆ξ
(
/∂χ
)
=
1
2
∂P ξQ /∂χΓ
QΓP . (4.39)
Using the above variations and (3.39) we find that (4.35) gives
∆ξL = 1
8
∂P ξQ /∂χ
(
ΓQΓP K + [ΓPQ, K]+ KΓPΓQ) /∂χ . (4.40)
A short calculation shows that the factor in parenthesis equals 2ηPQK. As a result we find
∆ξL = 1
4
∂M ξ
M /∂χ K /∂χ = ∂MξM L . (4.41)
Back in (4.34) we get δξL = ξM∂ML + (∂MξM )L = ∂M (ξML), which confirms the gauge
invariance of the action.
Finally, we have to prove gauge covariance of the duality constraints /∂χ = −K/∂χ. We now
take the gauge variation δξ of both sides of the duality constraint. The transport terms on both
sides are identical, using the duality constraint. So only the non-covariant terms matter, and
we can evaluate ∆ξ on both sides of the constraint, finding
∆ξ /∂χ = −(∆ξK)/∂χ − K∆ξ /∂χ . (4.42)
Our task is to verify that this holds, using the duality constraint. Bringing all terms to one
side we must check that
∆ξ /∂χ + (∆ξK)/∂χ + K∆ξ /∂χ = 0 . (4.43)
Using our earlier results we find that the left-hand side is equal to
1
2
∂P ξQ
(
ΓPΓQ + [ΓPQ,K ] + KΓPΓQ
)
/∂χ . (4.44)
Expanding the commutator and using the duality constraint we find that the above becomes
1
2
∂P ξQ
(
(ΓPΓQ − ΓPQ) + K (ΓPΓQ − ΓPQ)
)
/∂χ =
1
2
∂P ξQ η
PQ(1 + K)/∂χ = 0 . (4.45)
This concludes our proof.
4.3 General variation of S and gravitational equations of motion
In this section we determine the general variation of the action under a variation of S in order
to determine the contribution of the new action to the field equations. This is non-trivial since
S is a constrained field in that it takes values in Spin(D,D). The corresponding problem for
the constrained variable given by the generalized metric H has been discussed in [14], and the
method employed there can be elevated to S, as we discuss next.
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In [14], sec. 4, it was shown that a general variation of the constrained variable H can be
parametrized in terms of a symmetric but otherwise unconstrained matrix MMN as follows
δHMN = 1
4
[(
δMP +HMP
)(
δNQ −HNQ
)
+
(
δMP −HMP
)(
δNQ +HNQ
)]MPQ
=
1
2
[
MMN −HMP MPQHNQ
]
.
(4.46)
Lowering the N index,
δHMN = 1
2
[
MMN −HMP MPQHNQ
]
. (4.47)
As in section 3.3 we now form the Lie-algebra element
(δHMP )HPN = 1
2
(
MMRHRN −HMRMRN
)
=
1
2
MPRHRQ
(
ηMP δQN − ηMQδP N
)
=
1
2
MPRHRQ
(
TPQ
)M
N ,
(4.48)
where we made repeated use of the symmetry properties of H and M and used (2.5). In the
spin representation this equation yields
(δK)K−1 = 1
4
MPRHRQ ΓPQ = 1
4
MMNHMP ΓNP , (4.49)
after some index relabeling. Our final result for the variation is therefore
δK = 1
4
MMNHMP ΓNP K . (4.50)
This, with H•• = ρ(K), is the general variation of K consistent with its group property K ∈
Spin(D,D). It is consistent with the variation (4.47), and thus the variation of the NS-NS
action is unmodified as compared to the discussion in [14].
Next, we apply (4.50) in order to compute the variation of the RR action
δL = 1
4
/∂χ δK /∂χ = 1
16
MMN HMP /∂χ ΓNPK /∂χ . (4.51)
Since M is an arbitrary symmetric matrix, we read off that the contribution to the field equa-
tions is given by the symmetric ‘stress-tensor’
EMN = 1
16
H(MP /∂χ ΓN)P K /∂χ . (4.52)
It is possible to verify that, as required, the above symmetric tensor is real (EMN )† = EMN .
This calculation makes use of C† = C−1 and (3.44). It is also important to note that EMN
transforms covariantly under duality:
E ′MN (X ′) = hMP hNQ EPQ(X) . (4.53)
The explicit check makes use of (3.42) and the duality properties of H.
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Taking the variation of the NS-NS action into account, which leads to the tensor RMN
defined in eq. (4.58) of [14], this leads to the O(D,D) covariant form of the type II field
equations,
RMN + EMN = 0 , (4.54)
supplemented by the duality constraint (4.17). In fact, the duality constraint allows us to
simplify EMN considerably:
EMN = − 1
16
H(MP /∂χ ΓN)P /∂χ . (4.55)
One may try to verify again the reality of this stress-tensor. A short calculation shows that it is
only real whenever CC = −1. This is precisely the constraint for consistent duality constraints,
as discussed at the end of section 4.1. Since we work with real numbers throughout, a non-real
stress-tensor can only be equal to zero.
5 Action and duality relations in the standard frame
In this section we examine the form of the action and duality relations when choosing the
‘standard’ duality frame ∂˜i = 0, and we show that they reduce to the conventional democratic
formulation of type II theories. For this we have to assume that we are in a region with a well-
defined metric, so that we can choose the parametrization S = SH. The physical significance of
this particular parametrization will be discussed in the next section.
5.1 Action and duality relations in ∂˜ = 0 frame
In this section we evaluate the action and duality relations in the standard frame ∂˜ = 0. We
begin by deriving some relations which will turn out to be useful for this analysis.
5.1.1 Preliminaries
Let us derive some useful identities for the action of Sg on general spinor states. To this end
we need to determine the action of an exponential of fermionic oscillators. We find
eψ
iRijψjψk|0〉 =
(
1 +Ri
jψiψj +
1
2
Ri
jRp
qψiψjψ
pψq + · · ·
)
ψk|0〉
=
(
ψk + ψiRi
j
{
ψj , ψ
k
}
+
1
2
Ri
jRp
qψi
{
ψj , ψ
p
}{
ψq, ψ
k
}
+ · · ·
)
|0〉
=
(
δl
k +Rl
k +
1
2
Rl
jRj
k + · · ·
)
ψl|0〉 = ( expR)
l
k ψl|0〉 .
(5.1)
In order to determine now the action of Sg = SeSkS
†
e on general states, we compute the
action of the respective factors. For Se, we introduce e = exp(E) and we have
Se ψ
i |0〉 = 1√
det e
eψ
jEjkψk ψi |0〉 = 1√
det e
(
expE
)
j
i ψj |0〉 = 1√
det e
ej
iψj |0〉 . (5.2)
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For S†e we find an expression with unusual index position
S†e ψ
i |0〉 = 1√
det e
ei
j ψj |0〉 . (5.3)
The action of Sk can be easily computed,
Sk ψ
p |0〉 = (ψ1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1)ψp |0〉 = −kpq ψq|0〉 , (5.4)
using the flat Lorentz metric k = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1) defined in (3.6). Using (5.2), (5.3) and
(5.4), the action of Sg is then given by
Sg ψ
i |0〉 = SeSkS†e ψi |0〉 =
1√
det e
SeSk ei
j ψj |0〉 = − 1√
det e
Se ei
j kjp ψ
p |0〉
= − 1
det e
(ei
j kjp eq
p)ψq |0〉 = − 1
det e
(ei
j eq
p kjp )ψ
q |0〉
= − 1
det e
giq ψ
q |0〉 = − 1√|det g| giq ψq |0〉 ,
(5.5)
where we used the definition of the metric in (3.6) and wrote det e =
√
|det g|. Similarly, for
S−1g one finds
S−1g ψ
i |0〉 = −
√
|det g| gij ψj |0〉 , (5.6)
where gij is, as usual, the inverse of the metric gij .
All of the above relations straightforwardly extend to the case where Sg acts on multiple
fermionic oscillators, for which eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) are generalized to
S−1g ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 = −
√
|det g| gi1j1 · · · gipjp ψj1 · · ·ψjp |0〉 ,
Sg ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 = − 1√|det g| gi1j1 · · · gipjp ψj1 · · ·ψjp |0〉 . (5.7)
With these ingredients we are now ready to evaluate the action.
5.1.2 The action
We start by writing the action in the duality frame ∂˜ = 0. For this choice, the field strength
|F 〉 ≡ /∂|χ〉 , (5.8)
reduces to
|F 〉
∣∣∣
∂˜=0
=
D∑
p=0
1
p!
∂jCi1...ip ψ
jψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉 =
D∑
p=1
1
(p− 1)!∂[i1Ci2...ip] ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉
=
D∑
p=1
1
p!
Fi1...ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 ,
(5.9)
where we performed an index shift and relabeled the indices. Thus, the components are given
by the conventional field strengths
Fi1...ip = p ∂[i1Ci2...ip] . (5.10)
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It is sometimes useful to avoid explicit indices and combinatorial factors by using the language
of differential forms. In general, we identify a spinor state |Gp〉 with a p-form G(p) as follows
|Gp〉 = 1
p!
Gi1···ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 ←→ G(p) = 1
p!
Gi1···ip dx
i1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxip . (5.11)
Whenever we speak of a p-form G(p) and its components Gi1...ip , we will assume a normalization
that includes the p! coefficient shown above. It is now straightforward to translate (5.10) to
form language:
F (p) = dC(p−1) . (5.12)
We now collect all field strengths of different degrees into a single form F =
∑
p F
(p) and do
the same for the potentials C =
∑
p C
(p). We then have that (5.12), or for that matter (5.10),
for all relevant p is summarized by
F = dC . (5.13)
In order to evaluate the action we need to choose a parameterization for S, which we take
to be SH,
S = SH = e
1
2
bijψiψj S−1g e
− 1
2
bijψiψj . (5.14)
The b-dependent terms in SH suggest the definition of modified field strengths, related to the
original field strengths |F 〉 = /∂|χ〉 by the addition of Chern-Simons like terms:
|F̂ 〉 ≡ e− 12 bijψiψj |F 〉 =
D∑
p=1
1
p!
F̂i1...ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 . (5.15)
This relation is summarized in form language by
F̂ = e−b
(2) ∧ F = e−b(2) ∧ dC , with b(2) ≡ 1
2
bij dx
i ∧ dxj . (5.16)
Explicitly, for example,
F̂ (3) = F (3) − b(2) ∧ F (1)
F̂ (5) = F (5) − b(2) ∧ F (3) + 1
2
b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ F (1) , etc.
(5.17)
The bra corresponding to |F̂ 〉 is given by
〈F̂ | =
D∑
p=1
1
p!
〈0|ψip · · ·ψi1 F̂i1...ip . (5.18)
Next, we can evaluate the Lagrangian (4.6) using (5.14), (5.15) and (5.18), which yields
L = 1
4
〈F̂ |S−1g |F̂ 〉 =
1
4
D∑
p,q=1
1
q!p!
F̂i1...ipF̂j1...jq〈0|ψip · · ·ψi1 S−1g ψj1 · · ·ψjq |0〉 . (5.19)
Using now (5.7) for the action of S−1g and the normalization
〈0|ψip · · ·ψi1ψm1 . . . ψmq |0〉 = δpq p! δi1 [m1 · · · δipmp] , (5.20)
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following from 〈0|0〉 = 1, the action reduces to
L = −1
4
√
g
D∑
p=1
1
p!
gi1j1 · · · gipjp F̂i1...ip F̂j1...jp , (5.21)
where we used the short-hand notation
√
g =
√
|det g|. This can also be written as
L = −1
4
√
g
D∑
p=1
|F̂ (p)|2 , (5.22)
where we define for any p-form ω(p):
|ω(p)|2 ≡ 1
p!
gi1j1 · · · gipjp ωi1...ipωj1...jp . (5.23)
The result in (5.22) is the required sum of kinetic terms for all p-form gauge fields (of odd
or even degree, depending on the chirality of χ), which appear in the democratic formulation.
This action needs to be supplemented by the duality relations, ensuring that we propagate only
the physical degrees of freedom of type II. We consider these next.
5.1.3 Self-duality relations in terms of field strengths
Here we show that for ∂˜ = 0 the self-duality conditions /∂χ = −K/∂χ, c.f. eq. (4.17), reduce to
F̂ (p) = (−1) (D−p)(D−p−1)2 ∗ F̂ (D−p) . (5.24)
These are conventional duality relations for p-form field strengths. In here we use the following
definition of the Hodge-dual form:
(∗A)i1···ip ≡
1
(D − p)! gi1j1 · · · gipjpε
kp+1···kD j1···jpAkp+1···kD . (5.25)
Our conventions for the epsilon symbols are as follows:
ǫ1 2...D = +1 , εi1...iD =
1√
g
ǫi1...iD ,
ǫ1 2...D = −1 , εi1...iD =
√
g ǫi1...iD ,
(5.26)
i.e., ǫ is a tensor density, while ε is a (pseudo-)tensor. As usual, lowering the indices on εi1...iD
with gij yields εi1...iD , and ε and ǫ coincide on flat space. We note the familiar relation for the
square of the Hodge star on forms of degree p in a D-dimensional spacetime with signature s:
∗ ∗ω(p) = (−1)p(D−p)s ω(p) . (5.27)
We can ask when is (5.24) consistent with repeated application of the Hodge star operation. A
calculation gives the condition
s (−1) 12D(D−1) = 1 . (5.28)
Not surprisingly, in Lorentzian signature this agrees with the result in (4.19). Finally, for
D = 10, the duality constraints (5.24) take the form
F̂ (p) = −(−1) 12p(p+1) ∗ F̂ (D−p) . (5.29)
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We can now begin our calculation. Let us first introduce the short-hand notation
B = 12bijψ
iψj , B† = − 12bij ψiψj , (5.30)
which allows us to write SH in (3.14) as follows
SH = e
−B†S−1g e
−B . (5.31)
The self-duality conditions /∂χ = −K/∂χ can now be written as
e−B|/∂χ〉 = −e−BC−1 e−B†S−1g e−B|/∂χ〉 , (5.32)
where we multiplied the factor e−B from the left to form the modified field strengths |F̂ 〉 defined
in (5.15):
|F̂ 〉 = −e−BC−1 e−B† S−1g |F̂ 〉 . (5.33)
Using (2.45) we readily verify that
Ce−BC−1 = e−CBC
−1
= e−
1
2 bijψiψj = eB
†
, (5.34)
and, as a result,
|F̂ 〉 = −C−1 S−1g |F̂ 〉 . (5.35)
A further simplification is possible using (3.13) in the form Sg = −C−1S−1g C, giving
|F̂ 〉 = Sg C−1|F̂ 〉 . (5.36)
Finally, we recall that in the dimensions with self-consistent duality constraints (4.19) we have
C−1 = −C and therefore
|F̂ 〉 = −Sg C|F̂ 〉 . (5.37)
This is the simplest possible form of the duality constraints.
We can now examine (5.37) in terms of component fields, as defined in (5.15). We find
D∑
p=1
1
p!
F̂i1...ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 = −
D∑
p=1
1
p!
F̂i1...ip Sg ψi1 · · ·ψip C |0〉 , (5.38)
where we used (2.45). Next, we show that the charge conjugation matrix in (5.38) effectively
acts like an epsilon symbol. In fact, by multiple application of the oscillator algebra one can
verify that
ψi1 · · ·ψip C |0〉 = ψi1 · · ·ψipψ1ψ2 · · ·ψD|0〉
=
1
(D − p)!ǫ
ipip−1···i1 jp+1···jD ψjp+1 · · ·ψjD |0〉
=
1
(D − p)!(−1)
p(p−1)
2 ǫi1i2···ip jp+1···jD ψjp+1 · · ·ψjD |0〉 .
(5.39)
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Back in (5.38) and defining p˜ = D − p we have
D∑
p=1
1
p!
F̂i1...ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉
= −
D∑
p=1
(−1) p(p−1)2 1
p! p˜!
F̂i1...ip ǫ
i1i2···ip j1···jp˜ Sg ψ
j1 · · ·ψjp˜ |0〉
=
D∑
p=1
(−1) p(p−1)2 1
p! p˜!
1√
g
ǫi1i2···ip j1···jp˜F̂i1...ip gj1k1 · · · gjp˜kp˜ ψk1 · · ·ψkp˜ |0〉
=
D∑
p=1
(−1) p(p−1)2 1
p˜!
1
p!
gk1j1 · · · gkp˜jp˜ εi1i2···ip jp···jp˜ F̂i1...ip ψk1 · · ·ψkp˜ |0〉
=
D∑
p=1
(−1) p(p−1)2 1
p˜!
(∗F̂ )k1···kp˜ψk1 · · ·ψkp˜ |0〉
=
D∑
p=1
(−1) (D−p)(D−p−1)2 1
p!
(∗F̂ )i1···ip ψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉 .
(5.40)
In obtaining this result we made use of (5.7), the definition (5.25) and some simple manipula-
tions. Thus, we have shown that the duality constraint implies the claimed duality relations
(5.24).
5.2 Conventional gauge symmetries
Let us now verify that the gauge transformations parameterized by ξM and λ reduce to the
conventional gauge symmetries of type II theories in the frame ∂˜i = 0. We start with the p-form
gauge symmetries (4.22) whose parameter we write in components as
|λ〉 =
D∑
p=0
1
p!
λi1...ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 . (5.41)
For ∂˜ = 0 this implies
δλ|χ〉 = /∂|λ〉 = ψj∂j |λ〉 =
D∑
p=1
1
(p− 1)!∂[i1λi2...ip] ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 , (5.42)
from which we read off
δλCi1...ip = p ∂[i1λi2...ip] . (5.43)
These are the conventional p-form gauge transformations. In form language they read
δλC = dλ . (5.44)
Let us now discuss the gauge transformations parameterized by ξM = (ξ˜i, ξ
i). We first claim
that the C forms transform as p-forms under diffeomorphisms parameterized by ξi. To see this,
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we compute
δξ|χ〉 =
(
ξj∂j + ∂jξ
k ψjψk
) D∑
p=0
1
p!
Ci1...ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 . (5.45)
The transport term just gives rise to the transport term of the component fields. The second
term can be evaluated using (2.13), which then implies for the components
δξCi1...ip = ξ
j∂jCi1...ip + p ∂[i1ξ
j C|j|i2...ip] ≡ LξCi1...ip . (5.46)
This is the usual diffeomorphism symmetry which infinitesimally acts via the Lie derivative.
We now consider the ξ˜i parameters, which are parameters for the b-field gauge transforma-
tions. It turns out that the C forms transform non-trivially under this symmetry. In order to
see this we compute for ∂˜ = 0
δξ˜|χ〉 = ∂k ξ˜l ψkψl|χ〉 =
D∑
p=0
1
p!
∂[i1 ξ˜i2 Ci3...ip+2]ψ
i1 · · ·ψip+2 |0〉
=
D∑
p=2
1
(p − 2)!∂[i1 ξ˜i2 Ci3...ip]ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 ,
(5.47)
where we performed an index shift p→ p+ 2 in the last equation. We thus read off
δξ˜Ci1...ip = p(p− 1)∂[i1 ξ˜i2 Ci3...ip] . (5.48)
In the language of forms the above equation reads
δξ˜C = dξ˜ ∧ C . (5.49)
Note that this implies that
δξ˜C
(0) = δξ˜C
(1) = 0 , δξ˜C
(2) = dξ˜ · C(0) , . . . , δξ˜C(p) = dξ˜ ∧C(p−2) . (5.50)
Recalling that
δξ˜ b
(2) = dξ˜ , (5.51)
it is straightforward to define new potentials Aˆ that do not transform under ξ˜:
Aˆ ≡ e−b(2) ∧ C . (5.52)
Indeed it is simple to verify that
δξ˜ Aˆ = 0 . (5.53)
One can also write the C fields in terms of the Aˆ fields easily:
C = eb
(2) ∧ Aˆ . (5.54)
The Aˆ potentials are hatted to distinguish them from conventional type II potentials to be
discussed below.
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5.3 Democratic formulation
The democratic formulation of type II theories introduces an action for all even and odd forms,
which is then supplemented by duality relations between the corresponding field strengths. The
resulting equations of motion are equivalent to the standard equations of motion by virtue of
the Bianchi identities of the field strengths [28,33]. Here we briefly introduce this formulation
and show the equivalence with the conventional formulation.
5.3.1 Review and comments on the standard formulation
The standard 10-dimensional low energy action for type II theories is given by
S = SNS−NS + SRR , (5.55)
where SNS−NS is the same for both type IIA and type IIB and written as
SNS−NS =
∫
d10x
√−ge−2φ
[
R+ 4(∂φ)2 − 1
2
|H(3)|2
]
. (5.56)
The RR actions SRR for type IIA and type IIB are given by, respectively,
S
(IIA)
RR = −
1
2
∫
d10x
√−g
(
|F̂ (2)|2 + |F̂ (4)|2
)
+
1
2
∫
b(2) ∧ dA(3) ∧ dA(3) , (5.57)
S
(IIB)
RR = −
1
2
∫
d10x
√−g
(
|F̂ (1)|2 + |F̂ (3)|2 + 1
2
|F̂ (5)|2
)
+
1
2
∫
b(2) ∧ dA(4) ∧ dA(2) , (5.58)
with the additional self-duality condition F̂ (5) = ∗F̂ (5) for type IIB, which has to be imposed
on the field equations after varying the action. We also note that the type II⋆ theories take
the same form, with the overall sign of the kinetic terms for the RR fields (but not of the
Chern-Simons terms) reversed. The field strengths F̂ (n) are defined in terms of the original RR
potentials A(n) as
F̂ (1) ≡ dA(0) F̂ (2) ≡ dA(1)
F̂ (3) ≡ dA(2) +H(3) ∧A(0) F̂ (4) ≡ dA(3) +H(3) ∧A(1)
F̂ (5) ≡ dA(4) + 12H(3) ∧A(2) − 12b(2) ∧ dA(2) .
(5.59)
The field strengths above must be invariant under p-form gauge transformations of the poten-
tials. But the presence of A-forms without an exterior derivative acting on them implies that
the p-form gauge transformations of A’s are a bit nontrivial:
δλA
(0) = 0 δλA
(1) = dλ(0)
δλA
(2) = dλ(1) δλA
(3) = dλ(2) − b(2) ∧ dλ(0)
δλA
(4) = dλ(3) − 12 b(2) ∧ dλ(1) .
(5.60)
One can readily verify that δλF̂
(p) = 0 and that the Chern-Simons terms are invariant because
the integrands change by a d-exact form. Since the F̂ ’s involve the field b(2), the A potentials
are not invariant under the b(2) gauge transformations, δξ˜b
(2) = dξ. The invariance of the F̂ ’s
requires
δξ˜A
(0) = 0 δξ˜A
(1) = 0
δξ˜A
(2) = 0 δξ˜A
(3) = 0
δξ˜A
(4) = 12 dξ˜ ∧A(2) .
(5.61)
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One can readily verify that δξ˜F̂
(p) = 0 and that the Chern-Simons terms are invariant because
the integrands change by a d-exact form (use dA(2) ∧ dA(2) = 0, for the IIB case).
A set of modified RR potentials C(n) are constructed by combining the NS-NS 2-form b(2)
and the original RR potentials A(n):
C(0) ≡ A(0) C(1) ≡ A(1)
C(2) ≡ A(2) + b(2) ∧A(0) C(3) ≡ A(3) + b(2) ∧A(1)
C(4) ≡ A(4) + 12b(2) ∧A(2) + 12b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧A(0) .
(5.62)
These transformations have one peculiar feature. The field C fails to be equal to eb
(2) ∧ A
because of the terms in C(4). As we will argue below, this is because matters can be simplified
by using a different A(4) field. The inverse relations are
A(0) = C(0) A(1) = C(1)
A(2) = C(2) − b(2) ∧ C(0) A(3) ≡ C(3) − b(2) ∧ C(1)
A(4) ≡ C(4) − 12b(2) ∧ C(2) .
(5.63)
We now claim that the C fields defined above coincide with the C fields we have been using
in this paper; the fields that transform naturally under T-duality and have conventional p-form
gauge transformations. Indeed, a short calculation shows that the p-form gauge transformations
in (5.60) imply
δλC = dλ , (5.64)
in agreement with (5.44). Moreover, the ξ˜ gauge transformations in (5.61) imply that the ξ˜
gauge transformations of the C fields are summarized by
δξ˜C = dξ˜ ∧ C , (5.65)
in agreement with (5.49). Finally, the field strengths F̂ take a simple form in terms of the C
forms
F̂ = e−b
(2) ∧ dC , (5.66)
in agreement with (5.16). The desired properties δλF̂ = 0 and δξ˜F̂ = 0 are now manifest.
We noted earlier in (5.52) that the potentials
Aˆ = e−b
(2) ∧C , (5.67)
are invariant under δξ˜. Comparing with (5.63) we see that
Aˆ(p) = A(p) , p 6= 4 , (5.68)
and for the case p = 4 a short calculation shows that
A(4) = Aˆ(4) +
1
2
b(2) ∧ Aˆ(2) . (5.69)
This equation is consistent with (5.61) and δξ˜Aˆ
(4) = 0. Moreover, using (5.54) and (5.66) we
find
F̂ = e−b
(2) ∧ d
(
e−b
(2) ∧A
)
, (5.70)
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which quickly yields
F̂ = dAˆ+H(3) ∧ Aˆ . (5.71)
The above means that a formulation with potentials Aˆ is somewhat more efficient than the
conventional formulation. Indeed, a small calculation shows that the type IIB Chern-Simons
term, expressed in terms of Aˆ(4) and Aˆ(2) takes exactly the same form as before, thus
S
(IIA)
RR = −
1
2
∫
d10x
√−g
(
|F̂ (2)|2 + |F̂ (4)|2
)
+
1
2
∫
b(2) ∧ dAˆ(3) ∧ dAˆ(3) , (5.72)
S
(IIB)
RR = −
1
2
∫
d10x
√−g
(
|F̂ (1)|2 + |F̂ (3)|2 + 1
2
|F̂ (5)|2
)
+
1
2
∫
b(2) ∧ dAˆ(4) ∧ dAˆ(2) . (5.73)
Here, collecting information,
F̂ = dAˆ+H(3) ∧ Aˆ , δλAˆ = e−b(2) ∧ dλ , δξ˜Aˆ = 0 . (5.74)
The advantage of this formulation is that the haphazard δλ transformations of the A’s now
takes a closed form expression and the δξ˜ symmetry is manifest.
The formulation in terms of C potentials is also elegant as it brings out the duality properties
more clearly. This time the Chern-Simons terms are a bit more complex, however. One finds
S
(IIA)
RR = −
1
2
∫
d10x
√−g
(
|F̂ (2)|2 + |F̂ (4)|2
)
+
1
2
∫
b(2) ∧ d
(
C(3) − b(2) ∧ C(1)
)
∧ d
(
C(3) − b(2) ∧ C(1)
)
,
S
(IIB)
RR = −
1
2
∫
d10x
√−g
(
|F̂ (1)|2 + |F̂ (3)|2 + 1
2
|F̂ (5)|2
)
+
1
2
∫
b(2) ∧ d
(
C(4) − 1
2
b(2) ∧ C(2)
)
∧ d
(
C(2) − b(2) ∧ C(0)
)
,
F̂ = e−b
(2) ∧ dC , δλC = dλ , δξ˜C = dξ˜ ∧ C .
(5.75)
5.3.2 Democratic formulation and equivalence
Let us now turn to the democratic formulation. The democratic action features kinetic terms
for all forms, but no explicit Chern-Simons terms,
S
(IIA),dem
RR = −
1
4
∫
d10x
√−g
∑
n=2,4,6,8
|F̂ (n)|2 = 1
4
∫ ∑
n=2,4,6,8
F̂ (n) ∧ ∗F̂ (n) , (5.76)
S
(IIB),dem
RR = −
1
4
∫
d10x
√−g
∑
n=1,3,5,7,9
|F̂ (n)|2 = 1
4
∫ ∑
n=1,3,5,7,9
F̂ (n) ∧ ∗F̂ (n) . (5.77)
Note that the normalization of the action has a factor of 1/2 relative to similar (non Chern-
Simons) terms in the standard formulation (5.57). The above actions are supplemented by the
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duality relations
∗F̂ (1) = F̂ (9) , ∗F̂ (2) = −F̂ (8) ,
∗F̂ (3) = −F̂ (7) , ∗F̂ (4) = F̂ (6) ,
∗F̂ (5) = F̂ (5) , ∗F̂ (6) = −F̂ (4) ,
∗F̂ (7) = −F̂ (3) , ∗F̂ (8) = F̂ (2) ,
∗F̂ (9) = F̂ (1) .
(5.78)
The above are indeed the duality constraints we obtained before at the component level, as can
be readily checked using (5.29). Moreover, our action, evaluated for ∂˜ = 0, is also identical
to the above democratic action. This can be seen in (5.22), where we also recall in (5.23)
the definition of | . . . |2 on forms. By showing that the democratic formulation agrees with
the standard formulation we will have shown that our double field theory type II action, for
∂˜ = 0, agrees with the type II theories. We note that the democratic formulation of the type
II⋆ theories is completely analogous; it introduces a RR action with a kinetic term for each
potential together with duality constraints, both with a reversed overall sign.
The claim is that the field equations of the standard action are the same as those of the
democratic action after imposing these duality relations. We present this equivalence for type
IIA. The story for type IIB is completely analogous.
The field equation for gij is relatively straightforward. Since the NS-NS action is the same for
the standard formulation and the democratic formulation, it is sufficient to examine the energy-
momentum tensor for both formulations. The energy-momentum tensor Tij in the standard
formulation does not receive contributions from the Chern-Simons terms. We simply have
Tij = Eij(F̂ (2)) + Eij(F̂ (4)) , (5.79)
where
Eij(F̂ (n)) ≡ 1
(n− 1)! F̂ik1k2···kn−1F̂j
k1k2···kn−1 − 1
2
gij |F̂ (n)|2 . (5.80)
The energy-momentum tensor resulting from the democratic action is given by
Tij =
1
2
∑
n=2,4,6,8
Eij(F̂ (n)) , (5.81)
where the 1/2 factor is due to the normalization, as mentioned above (5.78). From the identity
Eij(F̂ (n)) = Eij(∗F̂ (n)) and the duality relations, we infer that the energy-momentum tensor in
the democratic action is equal to that in the standard action. Both formulations give the same
Einstein equations.
In the standard formulation (c.f. (5.56) and (5.57)) the field equation for b(2) is
d(e−2φ ∗H(3)) + F̂ (2) ∧ ∗F̂ (4) − 1
2
F̂ (4) ∧ F̂ (4) = 0 , (5.82)
and in the democratic formulation (5.76) with (5.78) the field equation for b(2) reads
d(e−2φ ∗H(3)) + 1
2
F̂ (2) ∧ ∗F̂ (4) + 1
2
F̂ (4) ∧ ∗F̂ (6) + 1
2
F̂ (6) ∧ ∗F̂ (8) = 0 , (5.83)
which is equivalent to (5.82) after imposing the duality relations (5.78).
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The most nontrivial checks in the equivalence of the two formulations are the field equations
for C(n). In the standard formulation we have nontrivial Bianchi identities from (5.66):
dF̂ (n) = −H(3) ∧ F̂ (n−2) . (5.84)
The field equations for C(1) and C(3) in the standard formulation read, respectively,
0 = d
(
− ∗ F̂ (2) + b(2) ∧ ∗F̂ (4) + 1
2
b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ F̂ (4) + 1
6
b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ F̂ (2)
)
,
0 = d
(
∗F̂ (4) + b(2) ∧ F̂ (4) + 1
2
b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ F̂ (2)
)
.
(5.85)
In the democratic formulation the field equations for all odd forms C(1), C(3), C(5), C(7) are
respectively given by
0 = d
(
− ∗ F̂ (2) + b(2) ∧ ∗F̂ (4) − 1
2
b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ ∗F̂ (6) + 1
6
b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ ∗F̂ (8)
)
,
0 = d
(
∗F̂ (4) − b(2) ∧ ∗F̂ (6) + 1
2
b(2) ∧ b(2) ∧ ∗F̂ (8)
)
,
0 = d
(
− ∗ F̂ (6) + b(2) ∧ ∗F̂ (8)
)
,
0 = d
(
∗F̂ (8)
)
.
(5.86)
By imposing the duality relations (5.78) the last two equations become the Bianchi identities
for F̂ (4) and F̂ (2) in (5.84) and the first two equations are equivalent to the field equations (5.85)
for C(1) and C(3). In summary, for the common potentials the equations of motion agree after
use of duality relations. For the potentials in the democratic formulation that are absent in the
standard formulation, the democratic equations of motion arise from the Bianchi identities of
the potentials in the standard formulation. The analysis given above explicitly shows that in the
democratic formulation the field equations are equivalent to those of the standard formulation.
6 IIA versus IIB
Here we consider double field theory evaluated in frames with ∂˜i 6= 0. In the first part, we review
the results of [13] for the NS-NS sector and give an intuitive picture of how this generalizes to
the RR sector. In the second part, we give a more explicit treatment of the RR action when
evaluated in different T-duality frames.
6.1 Review of NS-NS sector and motivation for RR fields
In the previous section we have seen that for fields with no x˜ dependence or, equivalently,
setting ∂˜i = 0, the proposed double field theory reduces to the type IIA or type IIB theory
in the democratic formulation, depending on the chosen chirality of χ. It is equally consistent
with the strong constraint, however, to keep the x˜ dependence of fields while dropping the x
dependence by setting ∂i = 0. We will see that if the theory reduces to type IIA when setting
∂˜i = 0, the same theory reduces to type IIA⋆ when setting ∂i = 0, and vice versa. Similarly, for
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the opposite chirality of χ, in one frame the theory reduces to type IIB and in the other frame
to type IIB⋆.
More generally, we can consider intermediate frames that originate from the x˜i = 0 frame by
an arbitrary O(D,D) transformation. Specifically, with the subgroup O(n − 1, 1) × O(d, d) ⊂
O(D,D) acting on coordinates (xµ, xa, x˜a), with µ = 0, . . . , n − 1 and a = 1, . . . , d, we can
consider the O(d, d) transformation that maps the x˜a = 0 frame to the x
a = 0 frame. Here we
find that the resulting theory is equivalent to the original one if d is even or to the theory with
opposite chirality if d is odd. In other words, for d odd, if we start with a chirality such that
the theory reduces to IIA for x˜a = 0, the same theory reduces to type IIB for x
a = 0, and vice
versa.
In order to set the stage to discuss the above claims, let us first review the transition from
the x˜ = 0 frame to the x = 0 frame for the pure NS-NS sector. This matter was analyzed in
sec. 3.2 of [13]. The two T-duality frames ∂˜i = 0 and ∂i = 0 are mapped into each other by the
O(D,D) transformation J that exchanges x and x˜,
JMN =
(
0 1
1 0
)
. (6.1)
The action evaluated in one duality frame is equivalent to the action evaluated in the other
duality frame, but written in terms of field variables that are redefined according to the O(D,D)
transformation (6.1). To make this more explicit, we introduce
H˜ ≡ J H J = H−1 . (6.2)
In components, we obtain
H˜ =
(
gij − bikgklblj bikgkj
−gikbkj gij
)
. (6.3)
If we view H˜ as the generalized metric associated with a new metric g′ and a new antisymmetric
field b′, following (1.1) we would write
H˜ =
(
g′ij −g′ikb′kj
b′ikg
′kj g′ij − b′ikg′klb′lj
)
=
(
g˜ij −g˜ikb˜kj
b˜ikg˜kj g˜
ij − b˜ikg˜klb˜lj
)
, (6.4)
where in the second step we defined the tilde fields by
g˜ij ≡ g′ij → g˜ij = g′ ij , and b˜ij ≡ b′ij . (6.5)
Note that the change of index position in passing from primed to tilde variables makes the
right-hand sides of (6.3) and (6.4) have consistent index positions:
H˜ =
(
gij − bikgklblj bikgkj
−gikbkj gij
)
≡
(
g˜ij −g˜ik b˜kj
b˜ikg˜kj g˜
ij − b˜ikg˜klb˜lj
)
. (6.6)
The dilaton is invariant under this inversion duality: d˜ = d.
Let us verify directly that the field redefinition in (6.6) is equivalent to the change of
variable induced by T-duality, following eqs. (3.20)–(3.22) of [13]. In there, we considered the
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fundamental field Eij = gij + bij represented by the matrix E and the T-dual field E˜ = E−1,
writing
E˜ ij ≡ (E−1)ij ≡ g˜ij + b˜ij ⇒ EikE˜kj = δij , (6.7)
where g˜ij and b˜ij are the symmetric and antisymmetric parts of E˜ ij , respectively. Consequently,
g˜ij is interpreted as the metric and g˜ij denotes the inverse metric. The duality transformations
of the metric imply that they satisfy [13]:
g˜ij = Eki gkl Elj , gij = E˜ ik g˜kl E˜jl . (6.8)
Writing these equations in terms of g and b (or their dual variables g˜ and b˜), we recover (6.6)
for the diagonal matrix entries. For the off-diagonal entries we compute, for instance,
−g˜ikb˜kj = −g˜ik
(E˜kj − g˜kj) = −g˜ikE˜kj + δij = −EpigpqEqkE˜kj + δij
= −Epigpj + δij = −(gpi + bpi)gpj + δij = bipgpj ,
(6.9)
confirming the equality of the off-diagonal entries in (6.6).
We note that the field redefinitions (6.5) interchange upper with lower indices in order
to work consistently with the lower indices of the dual coordinates x˜i. In particular, the
diffeomorphisms in the dual coordinates are generated by ξ˜i in that the gauge transformations
(see (2.37) and (2.38) of [13]) reduce for ∂i = 0 to
δξ˜E˜ ij = ξ˜k∂˜kE˜ ij + ∂˜iξ˜k E˜kj + ∂˜j ξ˜k E˜ ik . (6.10)
Viewing E˜ ij with upper indices as a covariant rather than a contravariant tensor, this is the
conventional transformation of such a tensor under infinitesimal diffeomorphisms.
The double field theory action SNS−NS for the NS-NS fields is, of course, the same as the
double field theory action SDFT for the low energy bosonic string. We thus write
SNS−NS
∣∣∣
∂˜=0
= SDFT
∣∣∣
∂˜=0
= S
[
g, b, d, ∂
]
, (6.11)
with S a function of the four arguments written above. In the dual frame ∂ = 0, our discussion
above implies that we have
SNS−NS
∣∣∣
∂=0
= SDFT
∣∣∣
∂=0
= S
[
g˜, b˜, d˜, ∂˜
]
. (6.12)
The replacements in the arguments of S are, explicitly,
gij → g˜ij , gij → g˜ij , bij → b˜ij , ∂i → ∂˜i . (6.13)
Let us now see how this generalizes in presence of the RR fields. Before we give a general
discussion in the next section, it will be instructive to first examine more explicitly, along the
lines reviewed above, what happens in the frame ∂i = 0 with ∂˜
i 6= 0. Let us first evaluate the
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field strength |F 〉 in this frame,
|F 〉
∣∣∣
∂i=0
= /∂|χ〉 = ψj ∂˜j
D∑
p=0
1
p!
Ci1···ip ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉
=
D∑
p=1
1
p!
∂˜jCji2...ip pψ
i2 · · ·ψip |0〉 =
D∑
p=1
1
(p− 1)! ∂˜
jCji1...ip−1 ψ
i1 · · ·ψip−1 |0〉 .
=
D−1∑
p=0
1
p!
∂˜jCji1...ipψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 .
(6.14)
At first sight this looks rather different from the conventional field strength of a p-form, but it
can actually be brought to the form of a ‘dual field strength’ if we introduce a dual potential
C˜ according to
Ci1...ip = αp ǫi1...ipj1...jD−p C˜
j1...jD−p , (6.15)
where the numerical coefficients αp will be fixed below. We recall that the epsilon symbol is
constant and equal to ±1, i.e., it is not a tensor but rather a density. In terms of this new
variable, (6.14) reads
|F 〉
∣∣∣
∂i=0
=
D−1∑
p=0
αp+1
p!
ǫji1...ipj1...jD−p−1 ∂˜
jC˜j1...jD−p−1ψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉
≡
D−1∑
p=0
αp+1(−1)p
p!(D − p) ǫi1...ipj1...jD−pF˜
j1...jD−p ψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉 ,
(6.16)
where we introduced in analogy to (5.10)
F˜ j1...jp = p ∂˜[j1C˜j2...jp] . (6.17)
We should stress that (6.15) does not involve any metric and so this is not the Hodge dual.
Consequently, C˜ is not a covariant tensor in the usual sense. However, what we actually have
to verify is that, as in (6.10), this is a tensor in the T-dual sense that it transforms under ξ˜i
rather than ξi with a Lie derivative. To see this, we examine the gauge transformation (4.24)
δξ˜|χ〉 = ξ˜j ∂˜j|χ〉+ ∂˜j ξ˜k ψjψk|χ〉 . (6.18)
The transport term gives manifestly rise to the correct structure, so we focus on the second
term, denoted by δ¯ξ˜ , which yields
δ¯ξ˜ |χ〉 =
D∑
p=0
p+ 1
p!
∂˜j ξ˜[j Ci1...ip]ψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉
=
D∑
p=0
αp(p+ 1)
p!
∂˜j ξ˜[j ǫi1...ip]k1...kD−pC˜
k1...kD−pψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉 .
(6.19)
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To simplify this, we use that a fully antisymmetric tensor with D + 1 indices in D dimensions
vanishes identically,
0 = (D + 1)∂˜j ξ˜[j ǫi1...ipk1...kD−p]
= (p+ 1)∂˜j ξ˜[j ǫi1...ip]k1...kD−p − (D − p)∂˜j ξ˜[k1 ǫ|i1...ipj|k2...kD−p] .
(6.20)
Using this in (6.19), one obtains
δ¯ξ˜|χ〉 =
D∑
p=0
αp(D − p)
p!
ǫi1...ipk1...kD−p∂˜
k1 ξ˜j C˜
jk2...kD−pψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉 , (6.21)
where we relabeled k1 ↔ j. In total, we read off
δξ˜C˜
i1...iD−p = ξ˜j ∂˜
jC˜i1...iD−p + (D − p)∂˜[i1 ξ˜k C˜ |k|i2...iD−p] ≡ Lξ˜C˜i1...iD−p . (6.22)
This is the dual Lie derivative with respect to ξ˜i of a dual p-form, where we note that upper
indices are now covariant indices and so the signs in (6.22) are the conventional ones, c.f. (5.46)
and (6.10).
6.2 RR action in different T-duality frames
So far we have seen explicitly that the field strengths in the dual frame ∂i = 0, ∂˜
i 6= 0, take the
conventional form when written in terms of the right ‘T-dual’ variables C˜i1···ip . We will now
prove more generally that the action and duality relations in the frame ∂i = 0 yield the T-dual
type II theory written in terms of the T-dual variables (6.6) for the NS-NS fields and C˜ for the
RR fields. Since the O(D,D) transformation inverts all space-time dimensions, it contains a
timelike T-duality and thus maps, say, IIA and IIA⋆ into each other.
To proceed, we describe the field redefinition (6.15) by introducing the following tilde vari-
able of the O(D,D) spinor,
χ˜ = SJ χ , SJ = C . (6.23)
This corresponds to the action of the spinor representative of the O(D,D) transformation
J = J−1 that exchanges xi and x˜i, which for convenience we have chosen to be C, but we stress
that this field redefinition does not affect the coordinate arguments.
We can then verify that the field redefinition χ → χ˜ indeed amounts to the duality trans-
formation (6.15). In fact, with (2.45) and (5.39) we obtain
χ˜ ≡
∑
p
1
p!
C˜i1...ip ψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉 = Cχ =
∑
p
1
p!
Ci1...ip ψi1 · · ·ψipC|0〉
=
∑
p
1
p!(D − p)! (−1)
1
2
p(p−1)Ci1...ip ǫ
i1...ipj1...jD−p ψj1 · · ·ψjD−p |0〉 .
(6.24)
This equation determines the tilde variables in terms of the original ones:
C˜i1...ip = (−1) 12 (D−p)(D+p−1) 1
(D − p)!ǫ
i1...ipj1...jD−pCj1...jD−p , (6.25)
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where we performed an index shift. It can be checked with the standard identity
ǫi1...ipj1...jD−p ǫi1...ipk1...kD−p = −p!(D − p)! δ[j1k1 · · · δjD−p]kD−p , (6.26)
following from (5.26), that this coincides with (6.15) for αp = (−1) 12p(p−1)+1/(D − p)!.
In terms of the tilde variables (6.23) we have, using (2.26),
/∂χ =
1√
2
ΓM∂M (S
−1
J χ˜) =
1√
2
ΓMS−1J ∂M χ˜
=
1√
2
JMNS
−1
J Γ
N∂M χ˜ = S
−1
J
1√
2
ΓN (JMN∂M )χ˜ = S
−1
J
/ˆ∂χ˜ ,
(6.27)
where we introduced a redefined derivative and Dirac operator,
/ˆ∂ ≡ 1√
2
ΓN ∂ˆN , ∂ˆN ≡ JMN∂M . (6.28)
Recalling that the matrix JMN has only the non-vanishing matrix elements J
ij and Jij that
are equal to Kronecker deltas we find that
/ˆ∂ = ψi∂˜i + ψi∂i . (6.29)
As expected, the ∂i and ∂˜
i derivatives have been exchanged. For the Lagrangian we now find
L = 1
4
(/∂χ)† SH /∂χ =
1
4
( /ˆ∂χ˜)†(S−1J )
† SH S
−1
J
/ˆ∂χ˜ = −1
4
( /ˆ∂χ˜)† SH˜ /ˆ∂χ˜ , (6.30)
where we used the sign factor in (3.33). We see that in tilde-variables the RR action takes the
same form as in the original variables, up to a sign. It can also be checked that the duality
constraints in the dual frame take the form
/ˆ∂χ˜ = C−1SH˜ /ˆ∂χ˜ , (6.31)
which differs from the constraints in the original frame by a sign factor.
It follows now that setting ∂i = 0 in the evaluation of the Lagrangian as written in the first
form in (6.30) is equivalent to setting /ˆ∂ = ψi∂˜i in the evaluation of the Lagrangian as written
in the last form in (6.30). But this latter evaluation is identical to our original computation in
sec. 5, with ∂i derivatives replaced by ∂˜
i derivatives and Ci1...ip replaced by C˜
i1...ip . Of course,
this time we get an extra minus sign.
Due to this sign change in the RR action we conclude that if the theory reduces for ∂˜i = 0
to IIA, the same theory reduces for ∂i = 0 to IIA
⋆, but written in terms of the T-dual variables.
We thus have, for instance,
SDFTII
∣∣∣
∂˜=0
= SIIA
[
g, b, d, C, ∂
]
, SDFTII
∣∣∣
∂=0
= SIIA⋆
[
g˜, b˜, d˜, C˜, ∂˜
]
, (6.32)
where we indicated by SDFTII the full double field theory action of type II, while SIIA and SIIA⋆
are the low-energy actions of IIA and IIA⋆, respectively. Moreover, the corresponding duality
constraints differ by a sign. This is the expected sign given that the stress-tensor from the RR
sector in the dual frame must have a sign opposite to the one in the original frame.
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Similarly, if the chosen chirality is such that the theory reduces in the ∂˜i = 0 frame to type
IIB, the same theory reduces in the ∂i = 0 frame to type IIB
⋆. We finally note that had we
chosen the equally valid parametrization S = −SH, we would have obtained either IIA⋆ or IIB⋆
in the frame ∂˜i = 0 and the conventional IIA or IIB theories in the opposite frame.
It is instructive to reconsider the above analysis in somewhat more explicit terms by per-
forming an expansion of the RR action in tilde derivatives ∂˜,
SRR = S
(0)
RR + S
(1)
RR + S
(2)
RR , (6.33)
where the superscript denotes the number of ∂˜. For simplicity, let us assume that the b-field
vanishes. The first term S
(0)
RR is a conventional type II action as discussed in sec. 5. The
remaining terms can be straightforwardly computed using that, by the linearity of the Dirac
operator /∂, the full field strength (5.8) is simply the sum of (5.9) and (6.16),
|F 〉 =
D∑
p=0
1
p!
Fi1...ip ψi1 · · ·ψip |0〉 , (6.34)
where
Fi1...ip ≡ Fi1...ip + βp ǫi1...ipj1...jD−pF˜ j1...jD−p , (6.35)
and βp = (−1)pαp+1/(D − p). In here F is the conventional field strength, depending on
derivatives ∂, and F˜ is the field strength in terms of the dual variables, depending on the dual
derivatives ∂˜. Precisely as in sec. 5, one then finds for the full RR-action
SRR = −1
4
∑
p
1
p!
√
g gi1j1 · · · gipjp Fi1...ipFj1...jp . (6.36)
Insertion of (6.35) then gives
S
(0)
RR = −
1
4
∑
p
1
p!
√
g gi1j1 · · · gipjp Fi1...ipFj1...jp ,
S
(2)
RR = +
1
4
∑
p
1
p!
1√
g
gi1j1 · · · gipjp F˜ i1...ipF˜ j1...jp .
(6.37)
For the second equation we shifted the summation index p and used the identity
√
g gi1j1 · · · gipjp ǫi1...ipk1...kD−p ǫj1...jpl1...lD−p = −
1√
g
p!(D − p)! g[k1|l1| · · · gkD−p]lD−p , (6.38)
which follows from (6.26) and (5.26). We stress that the minus sign on the right-hand side of
this identity is due to the Lorentzian signature. It is this sign that is responsible for the relative
sign between S(0) and S(2) in (6.37). We have thus re-derived the sign change of (6.30) for the
special case of vanishing b-field. Let us note that, as discussed in sec. 3.2, not all invariances of
the original action are still present once we parametrize S in terms of the conventional fields.
For instance, the transformation J maps, using (6.24),
∂i → ∂˜i , Ci1...ip → C˜i1...ip ⇒ Fi1...ip → F˜ i1...ip . (6.39)
Therefore, S(0) in (6.37) is transformed without a sign change, i.e., S(0) is mapped to −S(2)
and so (6.33) is not invariant.
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We close this section with a brief discussion of intermediate frames, which we illustrate with
the simplest case of one T-duality inversion. Thus, we split the indices as xi = (x1, xa) and
assume that the non-trivial derivatives are (∂˜1, ∂a), where ‘1’ denotes the special direction. As
above, we consider a field redefinition that takes the form of the T-duality inversion,
χ′ = S1χ = (ψ
1 + ψ1)
∑
p
1
p!
(
Ca1...apψ
a1 · · ·ψap + pC 1a1...ap−1ψ1ψa1 · · ·ψap−1
) |0〉
=
∑
p
1
p!
(
Ca1...apψ
1ψa1 . . . ψap + pC1 a1...ap−1ψ
a1 · · ·ψap−1) |0〉
≡
∑
p
1
p!
C ′i1...ipψ
i1 · · ·ψip |0〉 .
(6.40)
This implies that the redefined C(p) are given in terms of the original ones by
C ′i1...ip =
{
Ca2...ap if i1 = 1, i2 = a2 , . . . , ip = ap
C1a1...ap if i1 = a1 , . . . , ip = ap .
(6.41)
Put differently, the new p-forms are obtained from the original ones by adding or deleting the
special index. It follows that this redefinition interchanges even and odd forms and thus changes
the chirality of χ. The field strength then reads
/∂χ =
(
ψa∂a + ψ1∂˜
1
)(
ψ1 + ψ1
)
χ′ =
(
ψ1 + ψ1
)(
ψa(−∂a) + ψ1∂˜1
)
χ′ = S1 ψ
i∂′iχ
′ , (6.42)
where we recognized the transformed (primed) derivatives ∂′i = (∂˜
1,−∂a), recalling that the
transformation hi in (2.36) changes the overall sign of the coordinates x
a.
In precise analogy to (6.30), we can now conclude that the action in the frame with ∂˜1, ∂a 6= 0
takes the same form as in the frame ∂˜i = 0, just with all field variables replaced by primed
variables. Since the primed variables have the opposite chirality, it follows that if the theory
reduces for ∂˜i = 0 to, say, type IIA, in the new frame it reduces to type IIB if g11 is positive
and to type IIB⋆ if g11 is negative. More generally, if we evaluate the theory in any frame that
results from the ∂˜i = 0 frame by an O(d, d) transformation, we obtain the corresponding T-dual
theory.
7 Discussion and conclusions
In this paper we introduced a double field theory formulation for the low-energy limit of type
II strings. T-duality relates different type II theories, a feature that does not occur in bosonic
string theory. In the double field theory built here each of the type II theories can be obtained by
choosing different ‘slicings’ within the doubled coordinates. Consistent slicings are those allowed
by the O(D,D) covariant strong constraint ∂M∂M = 0 that originates from the L0 − L¯0 = 0
constraint of closed string theory. If we consider two slicings related by an odd number of
spacelike T-duality inversions and one yields type IIA, the other must yield type IIB. The
double field theory necessarily features the so-called type IIA⋆ and type IIB⋆ theories, which
are related to the conventional type II theories via T-dualities along timelike directions.
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Despite this unification, the actual invariance group of the theory is only Spin+(D,D) and
therefore does not contain any of the T-duality transformations that relate different type II
theories. This means that the Pin(D,D) transformations that are not in Spin+(D,D) must
be viewed as dualities rather than invariances. More precisely, while we fix the chirality of the
spinor χ from the outset, the opposite chirality is obtained by the field redefinition induced by
the appropriate T-duality transformation. The situation is similar to theories that depend on
a background but which are nevertheless background-independent in the sense that any shift
of the background can be absorbed into a field redefinition. Just as one may then ask for a
manifestly background independent formulation, we may now wonder if there is a formulation
with full Pin(D,D) invariance. This would presumably require the introduction of a spinor
without a chirality condition, together with an additional gauge symmetry to remove the new
unphysical degrees of freedom.
Further generalizations of this work are possible. It would be interesting to see if this type
II double field theory allows for an enhancement of the global symmetry to a U-duality group,
such that the NS-NS and RR fields transform in an irreducible representation. Results on
reformulations of 11-dimensional supergravity may be relevant, see [34] and [22,27]. Moreover,
exceptional groups are of particular interest since they naturally combine fundamental and
spinor representation, and in this context the Kac-Moody algebras E11 [23,35] and E10 [36,37]
have been proposed. Being infinite-dimensional, they easily accommodate the massless fields
of various string theories, but they also give rise to an infinite set of further representations for
which a physical interpretation has yet to be found.
The work here may also contain pointers for a yet to be constructed string field theory of type
II strings. This is an outstanding problem since these remain the only string theories for which
no string field action is known. Finally, there might be applications to generalized Kaluza-Klein
type reductions or to the construction of T-duality invariant world-volume theories of branes.
We leave these and other questions for future research.
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A Duality transformations of SH
In this appendix we discuss the transformation behavior of SH in some detail. We first give the
general proofs of the transformation rules stated in the main text, and then give an example to
illustrate these rules.
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A.1 GL(D) and b-shifts
Our goal is to determine the sign factor σ appearing in the transformation of SH under O(D,D),
(S−1)† SH S
−1 = σρ(S)(H) Sρ(S)◦H . (A.1)
We start by considering the ‘geometric subgroup’. It consists of GL(D) transformations and the
abelian subgroup R
1
2
D(D−1) of b-shifts, which together form the semi-direct product GL(D) ⋉
R
1
2
D(D−1). We show that for this subgroup no sign factor arises:
Theorem: Given an arbitrary H, for any hr ∈ GL(D) and hb ∈ R
1
2
D(D−1)
σhr(H) = σhb(H) = 1 . (A.2)
We can then immediately conclude that σh(H) = 1 for any h ∈ GL(D)⋉R
1
2
D(D−1).
In the remainder of this subsection we will prove this theorem. We first present the proof
for b-shifts, and then discuss GL+(D) and GL−(D), respectively.
b-shifts: The O(D,D) element which shifts b → b − ∆b and its corresponding Spin(D,D)
element are given by, respectively,
h∆b =
(
1 −∆b
0 1
)
, S∆b = e
− 1
2
∆bijψiψj . (A.3)
Then the duality transformation of SH under b-shifts can be written as
(S−1∆b )
† SH S
−1
∆b = e
− 1
2
∆bijψiψjSH e
1
2
∆bijψiψj = e−
1
2
∆bijψiψje
1
2
bijψiψj S−1g e
− 1
2
bijψiψj e
1
2
∆bijψiψj
= e
1
2
(bij−∆bij)ψiψj S−1g e
− 1
2
(bij−∆bij)ψiψj = SH′ . (A.4)
We conclude σhb(H) = 1.
GL+(D): An arbitrary O(D,D) element in GL+(D) and its corresponding Spin(D,D) element
can be written as
hr =
(
r 0
0 (r−1)t
)
, Sr =
1√
det r
eψ
iRijψj , (A.5)
with det r > 0. Under this O(D,D) transformation, g and b transform covariantly,
g → r g rt , b → r b rt . (A.6)
This transformation of the metric g is induced by the covariant transformation e → re of the
vielbein. The duality transformation of SH under GL
+(D) is then
(S−1r )
† SH S
−1
r = (S
−1
r )
†S†b S
−1
g SbS
−1
r =
[
(S−1r )
†S†b S
†
r
]
(S−1r )
†S−1g S
−1
r
[
Sr Sb S
−1
r
]
. (A.7)
We first evaluate the terms in the square parentheses. We only need to evaluate the second
parenthesis since the term in the first parenthesis is just its hermitian conjugate,
Sr Sb S
−1
r = Sr e
− 1
2
bijψ
iψj S−1r = e
− 1
2
bij(ψ
krk
i)(ψlrl
j) = e−
1
2
(rbrt)klψ
kψl = Sb′ , (A.8)
where we used
Srψ
iS−1r = ψ
krk
i , SrψiS
−1
r = ψk(r
−1)i
k . (A.9)
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Thus we see that the b-field transforms exactly as required by (A.6). It remains to inspect the
following term in (A.7)
(S−1r )
†S−1g S
−1
r = (S
−1
r )
†(S−1e )
† Sk S
−1
e S
−1
r . (A.10)
We write now Se in terms of the oscillators as
Se =
1√
det e
eψ
iEijψj , (A.11)
where exp(E) = e. To simplify the computation of (A.10), it is convenient to note that with
A ≡ ψiAijψj we have
[A,B] = [A,B] ⇒ eReE = (eReE) = re = elog(re) . (A.12)
Thus,
SrSe =
1√
det r
eψ
iRijψj
1√
det e
eψ
iEijψj =
1√
det (re)
eψ
i(log(re))ijψj = Sre = Se′ , (A.13)
where log(re) is defined by elog(re) = re. Using this in (A.10) gives
(S−1r )
†S−1g S
−1
r = S
−1
g′ . (A.14)
In total, combining this and (A.8) we obtain
(S−1r )
† SH S
−1
r = S
†
b′ S
−1
g′ Sb′ = SH′ , (A.15)
which proves σhr(H) = 1 for hr ∈ GL+(D).
GL−(D): An arbitrary GL−(D) matrix and its corresponding Spin(D,D) element are given
by, respectively,
hr =
(
r 0
0 (r−1)t
)
, Sr = (ψ
iψi − ψiψi) 1√|det r|eψkRklψl , (A.16)
with det r < 0. The index i is fixed but arbitrary; in particular, there is no sum over i. Ri
j is
defined by
eR = r+ , s.t. r = ki r+ , (A.17)
where ki = diag(1, · · · ,−1, · · · , 1) is the diagonal matrix that has a −1 in the diagonal entry
i and r+ ∈ GL+(D). Under this O(D,D) transformation, g and b transform covariantly as in
(A.6). We have to keep in mind, however, that in writing the metric as g = eket, we require e
be positive definite, and thus we cannot write e′ = re. One way to resolve this is to define a
positive definite e′ as
e′ = r e ki . (A.18)
Since k = kikki, this definition of e
′ correctly gives g′ = rek(re)t = rgrt. The duality transfor-
mation of SH under GL
−(D) is then
(S−1r )
†SHS
−1
r = (S
−1
r )
†S†b S
−1
g SbS
−1
r (A.19)
=
[
(S−1r )
†S†b S
†
r
]
(S−1r )
†S−1g S
−1
r
[
Sr Sb S
−1
r
]
.
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It is straightforward to see that, as in the case of GL+(D), Sr Sb S
−1
r = Sb′ . The remaining
part is more subtle. We first compute
(S−1r )
†S−1g S
−1
r = (S
−1
r )
†(S−1e )
† Sk S
−1
e S
−1
r (A.20)
= (S−1r )
†(S−1e )
†(ψiψi − ψiψi)Sk (ψiψi − ψiψi)S−1e S−1r .
Here we used Sk = (ψ
iψi−ψiψi)Sk (ψiψi−ψiψi), which can be straightforwardly verified both
for the case that i is equal to the timelike direction and for the case that it is different from the
timelike direction. This guarantees that the proof is independent of the particular factorization
in (A.17). Since
(ψiψi−ψiψi)ψj (ψiψi−ψiψi) = ψl(ki)lj , (ψiψi−ψiψi)ψj (ψiψi−ψiψi) = ψl(ki)j l , (A.21)
we obtain as in (A.13)
SrSe(ψ
iψi − ψiψi) = (ψiψi − ψiψi) 1√|det r|eψiRijψj 1√det e eψiEijψj (ψiψi − ψiψi)
= (ψiψi − ψiψi) 1√|det (re)|eψi(log(r+e))ijψj (ψiψi − ψiψi)
=
1√
|det (re)|e
ψl(ki)l
p(log(r+e))pqψm(ki)qm = Se′ .
(A.22)
Summarizing, we have shown
(S−1r )
†SHS
−1
r = S
†
b′ S
−1
g′ Sb′ = SH′ , (A.23)
which proves σhr(H) = 1 for hr ∈ GL−(D).
A.2 T-dualities
We turn now to the sign factors in (A.1) for factorized T-dualities. Using the shorthand notation
σi(H) = σhi(H), we will prove that σi(H) = 1 if the ith direction is spacelike and σi(H) = −1
if this direction is timelike.
We start by establishing a simple lemma that allows to distinguish elements of the geometric
subgroup just discussed from genuine T-duality transformations.
Lemma 1: An O(D,D) matrix of the form
h =
(
⋆ ⋆
0 ⋆
)
, (A.24)
where ⋆ stands for nonzero blocks, is an element of GL(D)⋉ R
1
2
D(D−1) and can be written as
the product of a GL(D) element and an element of R
1
2
D(D−1).
Proof: The group properties of O(D,D) imply for a general matrix of the form (A.24)
h =
(
a b
0 d
)
⇒ d = (a−1)T , a−1b antisymmetric . (A.25)
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Then the matrix takes the form(
a b
0 (a−1)t
)
=
(
a 0
0 (a−1)t
)(
1 a−1b
0 1
)
, (A.26)
proving the claim.
Let us now assume that
(S−1i )
† SH S
−1
i = σi(H)Shi◦H . (A.27)
Using Si = S
−1
i = S
†
i , this can also be written as
Si SH Si = σi(H)Shi◦H . (A.28)
Letting h denote an O(D,D) transformation, the above equation implies that
Si Sh◦H Si = σi(h ◦ H)Shih◦H . (A.29)
We want to determine the equivalence class of h ∈ O(D,D) satisfying σi(h ◦ H) = σi(H). A
sufficient condition is given by the following lemma:
Lemma 2: If h ∈ GL(D)× R 12D(D−1) and hi hhi ∈ GL(D)⋉R 12D(D−1), then
σi(h ◦ H) = σi(H) . (A.30)
Proof: We write
h⋆ ≡ hi hhi ∈ GL(D)⋉R
1
2
D(D−1) , (A.31)
and note that
Sh⋆ = ±Si Sh Si . (A.32)
Since h ∈ GL(D)⋉R 12D(D−1),
(S−1h )
†SH S
−1
h = +Sh◦H . (A.33)
We calculate the left-hand side of (A.29), using (A.33) in the first step,
Si Sh◦H Si = Si (S
−1
h )
† SH S
−1
h Si
= Si (S
−1
h )
†Si
(
Si SH Si
)
Si S
−1
h Si
=
((
Si Sh Si)
−1
)† (
σi(H)Shi◦H
) (
Si Sh Si
)−1
,
(A.34)
where we made use of (A.80). Making use of (A.32),
Si Sh◦H Si = σi(H)
(
S−1h⋆
)†
Shi◦H S
−1
h⋆
= σi(H) Sh⋆hi◦H , (A.35)
since h⋆ ∈ GL(D)⋉R 12D(D−1). We now note that using (A.31)
h⋆ hi ◦ H = hi hhi hi ◦ H = hi h ◦ H , (A.36)
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and therefore we have obtained,
Si Sh◦H Si = σi(H)Shih◦H . (A.37)
Comparing with (A.29) we conclude that (A.30) is true, as we wanted to prove.
As a first application we show that b-shifts satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2. Indeed,
taking h = hb for some arbitrary D ×D matrix b, a small computation confirms that
hi hb hi =
(
1 + bei −b+ eib+ bei
0 1 + eib
)
∈ GL(D)⋉R 12D(D−1) . (A.38)
It then follows that
σi
(
hb ◦ H
)
= σi(H) . (A.39)
Since at any point X the b field in H can be removed completely by a b-shift, the sign σi(H) is
in fact a function σi(g) of the metric only:
σi(H) = σi(g) . (A.40)
In order to determine now σi(g), we use GL(D) transformations that bring the metric into
a simpler form. There is an important complication, however: for arbitrary r ∈ GL(D) it is
not generally true that hihrhi is in GL(D)⋉R
1
2
D(D−1), and thus Lemma 2 cannot be generally
applied. For the Lemma to be applicable, the lower left block of the matrix hihrhi must vanish.
A small calculation shows that this requires
− eir(1− ei)− (1− ei)(r−1)T ei = 0 (i not summed) . (A.41)
Using eiAei = Aiiei for any matrix A, and eiei = ei, we can rewrite the above condition as
− ei(r − riiei)−
(
(r−1)T − ((r−1)T )iiei
)
ei = 0 . (A.42)
Consider the condition that the first term vanishes:
ei(r − riiei) = 0 . (A.43)
This requires the i-th row of r to vanish, except for the diagonal element rii that can be
arbitrary. Without loss of generality, and to display more easily the matrices, let us take i = 1.
The condition then gives
e1(r − r11e1) = 0 → r = r⋆ ≡
(
r11 ~0
T
~V rˆ
)
, (A.44)
letting r⋆ denote the solution of this constraint. We decomposed the matrix r⋆ into a 1 × 1
corner block with element r11, a (D − 1) column vector ~V , the vanishing (D − 1) row vector,
and the (D − 1)× (D − 1) invertible matrix rˆ. A small calculation shows that
r−1⋆ =
(
1/r11 ~0
T
−rˆ−1~V /r11 rˆ−1
)
. (A.45)
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This shows that (r−1⋆ )
T has a vanishing first column, except for its diagonal element, which
implies that (
(r−1⋆ )
T − ((r−1⋆ )T )11e1
)
e1 = 0 . (A.46)
Thus for r⋆ the second term in (A.42) vanishes as well. This shows that for r⋆ as in (A.44), we
have h1hr⋆h1 ∈ GL(D)⋉R
1
2
D(D−1), and the conditions of Lemma 2 apply. We thus have
σ1(g) = σ1 (hr⋆◦ g) = σ1
(
g⋆
)
, with g⋆ = r⋆ g r
T
⋆ . (A.47)
Let us compute the rotated metric assuming a block decomposition for g:
g =
(
g11 ~A
T
~A gˆ
)
. (A.48)
A small calculation gives
g⋆ = r⋆ g r
T
⋆ =
 r11g11r11 r11(g11~V + rˆ ~A )T
r11(g11~V + rˆ ~A ) (g11~V + rˆ ~A )~V
T + ~V ~AT rˆT + rˆ gˆ rˆT
 . (A.49)
Choosing
r11 =
1√|g11| , ~V = − 1g11 rˆ ~A , (A.50)
we find
g⋆ =
sgn(g11) ~0T
~0 rˆ
(
gˆ − 1g11 ~A ~AT
)
rˆT
 . (A.51)
By the general result on diagonalization of quadratic forms, we can choose rˆ in such a way that
the lower-right block becomes a diagonal matrix with entries equal to plus or minus ones,
g⋆ =
sgn(g11) ~0T
~0 kˆ
 , kˆ diagonal with ± 1 entries. (A.52)
By Sylvester’s theorem of inertia, the matrix g⋆ has a single −1 entry. Thus either g11 is
negative and g⋆ = k, with k the Minkowski metric, or g11 > 0 and g⋆ = ki, for some i 6= 1. In
either case we know how to determine the sign factor:
σ1(g) = σ1(g⋆) = sgn(g11) . (A.53)
Since our choice of the first coordinate was just irrelevant, this holds for a factorized T-duality
about any coordinate. Our final result is therefore
σi(H) = sgn(gii) . (A.54)
Equivalently, σi = 1 for a T-duality along a coordinate direction x
i that is space-like, and
σi = −1 for a T-duality along a coordinate direction that is timelike.
In order to use (A.54) for the successive application of several T-dualities, we have to keep
in mind that each action of hi transforms the full metric gij non-trivially and therefore the full
sign factor cannot be inferred from the signs of the diagonal entries of the initial metric gij .
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For the special case of the transformation J , i.e., T-dualities along all coordinates, however, we
can show that σJ(H) = −1 as follows.
Under the O(D,D) transformation J , H transforms as
H′ = JHJ . (A.55)
We define h ≡ h−1e hb and rewrite H and H′ as
H = hTH0h , H′ = h−1H0(h−1)T . (A.56)
With the corresponding spin representative Sh = S
−1
e Sb of h we then have, by definition,
SH = S
†
hSH0Sh , SH′ = Sh−1SH0S
†
h−1
. (A.57)
Using that S−1J = S
†
J we have
(S−1J )
†SH S
−1
J = SJS
†
hSH0Sh S
†
J =
[
(Sh)
−1ShSJS
†
h
]
SH0
[
ShS
†
JS
†
h(S
†
h)
−1
]
. (A.58)
J is an invariant matrix, hJhT = J , and thus in Pin(D,D) we have
ShSJS
†
h = ±SJ . (A.59)
We can thus simplify (A.58)
(S−1J )
†SH S
−1
J = S
−1
h SJSH0S
†
J(S
†
h)
−1 = −S−1h SH0(S−1h )† = −SH′ , (A.60)
where we used SJSH0S
†
J = −SH0 in the second equality and (A.57) for the last equality. We
have thus shown that σJ(H) = −1.
A.3 Example
Next, we present an instructive example concerning the above rules of sign factors. We con-
struct a closed loop in the space of H in SO−(D,D) that cannot be lifted to a closed loop in
Spin−(D,D).
Consider for D = 2 the one-parameter family of SO+(D,D) transformations parameterized
by α:
h(α) = exp
[
αT
]
, α ∈ [ 0, π
2
]
, (A.61)
where T is the Lie algebra generator
T ≡ T 14 + T 12 + T 32 + T 34 =

0 1 0 1
−1 0 −1 0
0 1 0 1
−1 0 −1 0
 , (A.62)
and TMN are the standard fundamental generators (2.5). A computation gives:
h(α) =

cos2 α 12 sin 2α − sin2 α 12 sin 2α
−12 sin 2α cos2 α −12 sin 2α − sin2 α
− sin2 α 12 sin 2α cos2 α 12 sin 2α
−12 sin 2α sin2 α −12 sin 2α cos2 α
 . (A.63)
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Since T t = −T , we have h(α)t = h(α)−1. For later use we also note that (A.61) can be defined
for arbitrary α, which then has the periodicity h(α) = h(α+π). This family of transformations
was designed so that for α = π/2 we get the product of the two T-dualities h1 and h2:
h(π2 ) =

0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
−1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
 = h1 h2 . (A.64)
Consider now the ‘flat’ generalized metric H0 = diag(k, k) ∈ SO−(D,D). The SO+(D,D)
transformations h(α) acting on this generalized metric give us a family of rotated metrics,
H(α) = (h(α)−1)tH0 h(α)−1 = h(α)H0 h(α)−1 . (A.65)
A computation of the matrix product gives
H(α) =

− cos2 2α 12 sin 4α sin2 2α 12 sin 4α
1
2 sin 4α cos
2 2α 12 sin 4α − sin2 2α
sin2 2α 12 sin 4α − cos2 2α 12 sin 4α
1
2 sin 4α − sin2 2α 12 sin 4α cos2 2α
 . (A.66)
As it turns out, the transformation h1h2 leaves H0 invariant, thus H(α) traces a closed curve
as α ∈ [0, π/2]:
H(0) = H(π2 ) = H0 . (A.67)
For general α, the metric and b field read off from H = H•• are
gij(α) =
(
−1 tan 2α
tan 2α 1
)
, bij(α) =
(
0 tan 2α
− tan 2α 0
)
. (A.68)
For α = π4 both the metric and the b field components become infinite, even though the
generalized metric is still perfectly regular:
H(π4 ) =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 −1
1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
 . (A.69)
At this singular point we expect that our explicit formula for SH is affected by some kind of
‘phase transition’.
Next we turn to the study of the corresponding elements in Spin(D,D). Since h(α) is in
the component of the group connected to the identity, its spinor representative follows directly
from (A.62),
S(α) ≡ Sh(α) = exp
[
α Γˆ
]
, Γˆ ≡ 1
2
(
Γ14 + Γ12 + Γ32 + Γ34
)
. (A.70)
Recalling that ΓMN = 12(Γ
MΓN − ΓNΓM ) and that ΓM = √2 (ψ1, ψ2, ψ1, ψ2) we infer
Γˆ = ψ1ψ
2 + ψ1ψ2 + ψ
1ψ2 + ψ
1ψ2 = (ψ1 + ψ1)(ψ
2 + ψ2) . (A.71)
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As Γˆ2 = −1, we get in closed form
S(α) = cosα · 1+ sinα · Γˆ . (A.72)
We can now investigate its action on the spinor representative for H0, which we choose to be
SH0 = ψ
1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1 , (A.73)
where we denoted the timelike direction by 1. We then define
SH(α) ≡ (S(α)−1)† SH0 S(α)−1 , (A.74)
such that SH(0) = SH0 . Taking the ρ homomorphism of (A.74) we conclude that SH(α), so
defined, is
SH(α) = ±SH(α) . (A.75)
Since the plus sign holds for α = 0 and both sides appear to be defined by continuous defor-
mations, it is puzzling that the sign becomes minus at some point. This is what we want to
understand.
The explicit calculation of (A.74) gives with (A.72)
SH(α) = cos(2α)
[
ψ1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1 − tan(2α)(ψ1 − ψ1)(ψ2 + ψ2)
]
. (A.76)
Recalling that H(π2 ) = H0, we observe that
SH(
π
2 ) = −(ψ1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1) = −SH0 = −SH(π2 ) . (A.77)
We have gotten now a minus sign in (A.75). Alternatively, while α ∈ [0, π/2] gives a closed
loop for H(α) it gives an open loop for SH(α). The aim of the following discussion is to see
how this minus sign arises.
We should compare SH(α) with the family SH(α), which can be defined independently as:
SH(α) ≡ S†b(α) S−1g(α) Sb(α) , with S−1g(α) = (S−1e(α))† Sk S−1e(α) . (A.78)
In this definition one must extract g(α) and b(α) from H(α) and use g(α) to define a vielbein
e(α) from g(α) = e(α)ke(α)t. The potential difficulty here is the possibility that divergent g’s
can lead to discontinuous e’s and thus a discontinuous definition of SH.
We begin the calculation by computing the vielbein using g = e k eT and the metric from
(A.68). The vielbein is not unique, but one representative is
e(α) =
(
| sec 2α| tan 2α
0 1
)
. (A.79)
Next, we need a matrix E such that e = exp(E):
E =
(
u v
0 0
)
→ exp(E) =
(
eu vu(e
u − 1)
0 1
)
=
(
| sec 2α| tan 2α
0 1
)
. (A.80)
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We then compute
S−1e =
√
det e e−ψ
1E11ψ1−ψ1E12ψ2 =
√
det e e−uψ
1ψ1−vψ1ψ2 . (A.81)
The exponential can be worked out explicitly, giving
S−1e =
√
det e
(
1− e−u(eu − 1))(ψ1ψ1 + vu−1ψ1ψ2)
)
. (A.82)
Therefore, using (A.80) we find
S−1e = | sec 2α|1/2
(
1− | cos 2α|
[
(| sec 2α| − 1)ψ1ψ1 + tan 2αψ1ψ2
])
. (A.83)
We then obtain for the metric
S−1g = | sec 2α|
(
cos2 2αψ1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1 − sin 2α cos 2α(ψ1ψ2 + ψ2ψ1) + sin2 2αψ2ψ1ψ1ψ2
)
.
(A.84)
The b-field contributions are given by
Sb = e
− 1
2
bijψ
iψj = 1− b12ψ1ψ2 , (A.85)
while all higher terms vanish in D = 2. Using (A.68),
Sb = 1− tan(2α)ψ1 ψ2 , S†b = 1− tan(2α)ψ2 ψ1 . (A.86)
After some further calculation we get
SH(α) = | cos(2α)|(ψ1ψ1 − ψ1ψ1)−
| cos(2α)|
cos(2α)
sin(2α)(ψ1 − ψ1)(ψ2 + ψ2)
= sgn(cos(2α))SH(α) ,
(A.87)
where sgn denotes the sign of its argument, and we compared with (A.76). This result is
perfectly consistent with the sign change found in (A.77). For small values of α > 0, the sign
is positive and so this agrees with (A.75) using the + sign. At α = π4 , SH(α) is discontinuous.
For α > π4 , (A.75) holds for the minus sign, as it should be in order to be consistent with the
final relative sign at α = π2 .
Let us finally reconsider the above analysis in a different approach. Specifically, since we
saw above that the sign change occurs at a singular point for which g degenerates and SH
becomes ill-defined, it is natural to inquire what happens if one employs a definition that only
requires H to be regular, but not necessarily decomposable into hg and hb. Such a definition
can indeed be given by separating H(α) into two pieces:
H(α) = H0(H0H(α)) ≡ H0Hˆ(α) , (A.88)
where H0 is an O(D,D) element disconnected from the identity while Hˆ is an O(D,D) element
connected to the identity. Thus, Hˆ can be written in exponential form. Indeed, with the explicit
forms (A.63) and (A.66) one can verify
Hˆ(α) = exp [− 2αT ] . (A.89)
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Therefore, its spinor representative can also be defined as an exponential which, after choosing
SH0 , gives a spinor representative for H(α) according to (A.88).
At first sight, this leads to a well-defined and smooth spinor representative for all α. There
is a subtlety, however, which is due to the following periodicity of Hˆ,
Hˆ(α) = Hˆ(−π2 + α) , (A.90)
following analogously to the periodicity of h(α) noted after (A.63). Consequently, given an
H(α), there is no unique parameter value α that reproduces this generalized metric according
to (A.89), and therefore there is no unique spinor representative of Hˆ. More precisely, if we
attempt to define the exponential form of SHˆ by replacing T by Γˆ in (A.89), there are actually
two choices,
SHˆ(α) =
{
exp
[− 2α Γˆ]
exp
[
(−2α+ π) Γˆ] . (A.91)
Since, using (A.72), exp[πΓˆ] = −1, these two choices differ precisely by a sign. This has the
consequence that there is no continuos and single-valued way to choose the spin representative
over the complete path of H(α). In fact, since the path is closed, single-valuedness requires
SHˆ(0) = SHˆ(π
2
) = 1. This, in turn, can only be achieved if we choose in (A.91) the first
parametrization of SHˆ for α = 0 and the second parametrization for α =
π
2 . Thus, at some
point in the interval (0, π2 ) we need to change the parametrization, leading to a non-continuous
SHˆ and SH. (In the previous approach, this point was at α =
π
4 .) Thus, we conclude that while
in this approach the ‘point of discontinuity’ can be chosen arbitrarily in the interval (0, π2 ), the
associated sign change as in (A.77) is unavoidable.
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